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Abstract

The “front end” of the design requires divergent thinking during concept generation and problem definition as engineers both explore the initial problem from multiple perspectives and consider alternative solutions. Divergent thinking encourages engineers to explore a wide variety of options throughout a design process to support the development of innovative products.

Typically, divergent thinking is a focus during concept generation as engineers explore a wide variety of different, potential solutions to a problem. Mechanical engineers in particular find it challenging to consider multiple ideas during concept generation and often become fixated on a particular concept or type of concept, limiting solution exploration. Studies have explored aspects of engineers’ practices and struggles in concept generation, but little research has addressed the approaches mechanical engineers use without direction and how to support them in readily adopting best practices.

Less recognized in the divergence occurs during problem definition. One way that problems are defined in design is by developing a novel technology and then identifying potential problems to address with the specific technology, a process I define as “solution mapping.” Designers must follow diverging paths in making and testing assumptions about potential problems they can solve with their technology. However, how to perform solution mapping is neither obvious nor addressed in engineering education; consequently, engineers find it challenging to recognize opportunities for their solutions. Resources addressing this process are limited in terms of existing research, empirically-based strategies, and educational tools to support solution mapping.

My collection of empirical studies examined differing approaches to divergence during design and developed empirically-derived design tools to support divergent thinking in concept generation and problem definition. Within concept generation, I studied novice mechanical engineers’ approaches to generation, development, and selection, and examined the impact of an asynchronous learning intervention. I also studied engineering practitioners’ divergent thinking approaches in concept generation. In problem definition, I studied design strategies for solution
mapping through practitioner interviews and developed an evidence-based design tool to aid in divergent thinking. Then, I tested the solution mapping design tool with novice engineers.

As a result of my studies, I identified specific factors that limit and promote divergent thinking in engineering design. Novice engineers during concept generation came up with assumed requirements that limited their solution exploration by generating early evaluation criteria. Practitioners in solution mapping minimized risk taking and explored possible problems only within their area of expertise, reducing the number of problems they considered. In both concept generation and solution mapping, providing direction and scaffolding through empirically-derived design tools promoted divergent thinking.

My research has direct implications for engineering design and education. Engineers and educators need to promote divergent thinking by considering multiple pathways to successful design outcomes. Designers can follow a problem-first or technology-first process, and the design environment affects how designers approach their task. Engineering design educators can provide explicit direction and guidance in both concept generation and problem definition processes to support engineers in achieving success at these front-end phases of design processes, improving design outcomes.
Chapter 1: Introduction and background

1.1 Introduction

Design is crucial to developing innovative products and services (Ottosson, 2001; Soosay & Hyland, 2004). In developing transformative products that disrupt the current marketplace, divergent thinking, defined as considering as many appropriate alternatives as possible (Guilford, 1967), is valuable because it encourages engineers to come up with many ideas that may be unrelated in an effort to explore a wide variety of options. Divergent thinking exists throughout design; particularly, the front end of design requires divergent thinking to promote flexibility in broadly exploring the initial problem from multiple angles and generating potential concepts (Breuer et al., 2009). My focus is on divergent thinking in problem definition and concept generation. Front-end processes of design have the largest potential for changes and improvements with the least amount of effort because they focus on conceptual rather than implemented ideas (Cooper, 1993; Verganti, 1997). Researchers estimate that while only 8% of development costs are incurred during the early front-end phases, decisions made at these phases determine up to 70% of the total cost (Pahl & Beitz, 1991). The front-end activities serve as the final steps before the engineering design team decides to pursue manufacturing products. Thus, it is crucial to ensure that engineers implement good front-end design practices for product success.

Divergent thinking is a component of creativity because diverging calls for considering original alternatives, making unexpected combinations, and identifying connections among remote associations (Treffinger, Young, Shelby, & Shepardson, 2002). While creativity has been defined in many ways, broadly speaking, creativity is the creation of something that is novel and useful within a field (Runco & Jaeger, 2012). In alignment with divergent thinking, researchers also conceptualize creativity as the production of ideas that are abundant and unique (Wallach & Kogan, 1965). Divergent thinking is often measured by fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration (Guilford, 1962). Fluency refers to quantity or the ability to generate a large number of responses to an open-ended problem. Flexibility involves an openness to examine different
types of ideas. Originality is the ability to generate new and unusual ideas. Elaboration refers to the ability to expand ideas and add details. Divergent thinkers who are able to generate many, varied, unusual ideas are considered creative thinkers (Treffinger et al., 2002).

In contrast to convergent thinking, which relies on focusing and narrowing ideas leading to conventional ideas (Runco & Acar, 2012), employing divergent thinking can support coming up with ideas that deviate from existing ideas. This dissertation will focus on studying divergent processes in the front-end of design.

1.2 Divergent thinking in problem finding

In design, the initial problem sets the trajectory for the process. Identifying the “right” problem is crucial in developing a successful design solution (Christensen, Cook, & Hall, 2006). Problem finding is the process that engages with the world around to discover needs and insights that might drive the innovation of products, services or systems (Cross, 2008). Engineers can identify a problem before considering potential solutions or start with a technology and search for problems they can solve with the technology.

In a design process, engineers often start with a problem and identify possible solutions or follow “problem-first” processes (Cross, 2008; Dubberly, 2004; Eide, Jenison, Northup, & Mickelson, 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French, Gravdahl, & French, 1985). One way to define problems in design is through searching and articulating a clear need. Engineers engage in ethnographic studies with various stakeholders to better understand the actions, words and thoughts of stakeholders to make informed design decisions (Bucciarelli, 1988; Mohedas et al., 2014; Salvador, Bell, & Anderson, 1999). Interviewing and making observations of their stakeholders help engineers to identify their priorities and preferences. These engagements aid engineers in uncovering latent needs and problems.

Divergent thinking is crucial in technology-first processes as engineers develop solutions and diverge to consider potential problems they can solve with those specific solutions (Thomas, Culley, & Dekoninck, 2007). Engineers can develop a novel technology and “match” their new technology with various applications, which I define as “solution mapping.” In solution mapping, engineers seek to address various problems using their novel technologies. For example, the development of the 3D printer would be considered a technology-first approach that created a novel technology with multiple applications. Engineers first make assumptions about potential problems they can solve with their new technology and then test their assumptions by
engaging with stakeholders. To aid in solution mapping, engineers may leverage the NSF I-Corps program based on Steve Blank’s curriculum (Blank & Dorf, 2012), where the participants examine the commercialization potential of their technologies. The curriculum requires the I-Corps participants to form teams, complete over 100 interviews, and work with business mentors who can help them form networks and guide them in business practices. These interviews serve as an opportunity to test the engineers’ assumptions about potential problems they can solve with their technologies (Blank & Dorf, 2012). However, in the I-Corps program, limited scaffolding is available to form initial assumptions about solvable potential problems.

Identifying problems to address with a technology is not obvious and literature has documented challenges in recognizing opportunities (Shane, 2000). Few studies have investigated the process of “matching” technologies to problems and few cognitive strategies are available to support the thinking process for solution mapping. Thus, research is needed to understand how engineers identify various different uses of their novel technologies and to develop design strategies in support of divergent thinking within solution mapping.

1.2 Divergent thinking in concept generation

Concept generation is a phase in a design process where the engineer considers several possible solutions to a problem (Cross, 2008a). Concept generation provides opportunities to diverge in order to explore a variety of different, creative ideas (Zenios et al., 2009) that serve as the foundation for synthesizing a final solution. Instead of focusing on one particular approach to the problem, it is recommended to consider a wide range of different ideas before evaluating them (Osborn, 1957). Concept generation is challenging because coming up with non-obvious and creative ideas is difficult, particularly with less expertise.

Engineers have been shown to struggle in considering multiple ideas during concept generation (Cross, 2001). They often become fixated on a particular concept or type of concept and limit the solution exploration process (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996). Designers are often not aware of design fixation (Ward, 1994) and can become attached to concepts with major flaws (Rowe, 1987). Some reasons for fixation include having incomplete information and feeling overwhelmed (Niku, 2008). In addition, when engineers become aware of a solution to a problem, it becomes difficult for them to search the solution space for alternatives (Rowe, 1987). Also, even when engineers create multiple ideas, they are often minor variations of the same ideas, limiting the diversity of ideas considered (Rowe, 1987). Fixation
has been demonstrated in many disciplines, including engineering design (Linsey et al., 2010), industrial design (Carlos & Petra, 2011), software design (Goddard, 1976), and interaction design (Hassard, Blandford, & Cox, 2009). Also, novice engineers spend too much time working on a single idea, which doesn’t leave much time to consider alternatives (Cross, 2008b). Novice engineers approach design as a linear process that can be done once with minimal iterations (Crismond & Adams, 2012).

The current literature on fixation focuses on concept generation and development outcomes with a limited understanding of how engineers approach concept generation during the process. Thus, Part 1 of this dissertation examines how novice engineers approach concept generation and development, and tests interventions to support novices in adopting evidence-based best practices.

1.3 Research objectives

My goal is to identify approaches to divergence and develop explicit strategies to support divergent thinking in problem definition and concept generation. In problem definition, particularly in solution mapping, research has focused on factors that affect the problem definition, such as expertise, prior knowledge, and mentorship (Baron, 2006; Grégoire, Barr, & Shepherd, 2009; Shane, 2000). Much of the literature on technology-first design resides in the entrepreneurship community and emphasizes the importance of finding the right problem instead of studying the process of finding problems. Little research has investigated the process of identifying problems given existing solutions.

In concept generation, studies have investigated the outcomes of generating and developing concepts but limited research exists in examining the process of ideating. Studies have documented the outcomes of a concept generation session and noted challenges in diverging to consider multiple concepts (Crilly, 2015; Linsey et al., 2010). In other studies, researchers focused on the impact of specific design tools in concept generation (Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013; Linsey, Markman, & Wood, 2012; Daly et al., 2016). A gap in knowledge exists in understanding the process of concept generation and development when designers decide on their own methods for approach these front-end phases.

In both solution mapping and concept generation, designers can benefit from design strategies that scaffold their thinking processes. Research has demonstrated that design strategies can be developed from varied approaches. Strategies may be developed from research on
successful design artifacts; for example, TRIZ was developed from studying patterns of patented inventions (Altshuller, 1997) and has been validated to support concept generation (Cascini & Rissone, 2004; Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013). Strategies can also be developed from studying designers’ working practices. Design Heuristics were developed from the combined studies of a longitudinal case study, examining successful products and identifying designers’ approaches in a think-aloud task (Daly, Yilmaz, et al., 2012). In another study, prototyping strategies were developed from extended observations of practitioners as they engaged in design tasks (Lauff et al., 2018). In this research, I studied the impacts of using design strategies in solution mapping and concept generation.

Research is needed to better understand how experienced engineers approach front-end phases of design, particularly in concept generation and solution mapping. Also, design strategies need to be developed and tested to support design practices. The research presented here examines the following research questions (as seen in Figure 1):

- How do engineers with various levels of expertise approach solution mapping and concept generation?
- How do design tools impact divergence in solution mapping and concept generation?

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** Dissertation overview. I examined divergent thinking in solution mapping and concept generation.
1.4 Chapter overviews

This section provides an overview of the dissertation and a brief description of each chapter.

Chapter 2 discusses a study designed to investigate how novice mechanical engineers approach concept generation and development. Using the think-aloud method, novice mechanical engineers were asked to generate and select concepts based on a design prompt and verbalize their entire thought processes. The study demonstrated that novice engineers focused on existing ideas, assumed requirements that constrained their divergence, limited their development of ideas, and selected their favorite idea. After completing the initial design task, students were instructed to go through a learning intervention. After going through a learning intervention, students generated unconventional ideas while abstaining from requirement assumptions, and generated a larger quantity of ideas, intentionally developed ideas, and used more rigorous idea selection methods. The learning intervention aided students in adopting new techniques and approaches in concept generation and development.

Chapter 3 describes a qualitative study that examined engineers’ front-end design practices in academia and industry. This study aimed to investigate how engineers approach problem finding and concept generation in two different design contexts, as design is affected by contextual constraints. Chapter 3 reveals that engineers in large companies followed problem-first design approaches and identified problems before considering alternative solutions. On the other hand, engineers in academia engaged in solution mapping processes and searched for applications of their technologies. This study demonstrated that constraints and goals of the design environment influence design processes.

Chapter 4 describes the process of identifying cognitive strategies used in solution mapping. I recruited engineers who have developed novel technologies with multiple applications and used semi-structured interviews to gain in-depth understanding of the process of identifying problems with solutions. My findings articulate a collection of cognitive strategies that practitioners used to identify problems. By understanding and developing explicit cognitive strategies used in solution mapping, we can better scaffold the process of identifying various applications of technologies.

Chapter 5 studies novice engineers’ solution mapping practices and the impact of their use of the cognitive strategies developed and explained in Chapter 4. By employing a controlled
study to examine the effects of the cognitive strategies, Chapter 5 is the first study to provide evidence-based scaffolding to aid solution mapping.

In Chapter 6, I provide a summary of this dissertation, discussing the contributions and implications of my research.
1.5 References


2.1 Abstract

Developing effective design solutions requires successful idea generation, development, and selection. Early ideas serve as the foundation for the final concept, and require development and iteration to improve their potential. Then, the right idea or subset of ideas must be selected for continued pursuit. However, studies have demonstrated that engineering students face challenges in these idea phases and may struggle to implement best practices, hindering the potential for an innovative outcome. While studies have explored some aspects of student practices in these idea phases, research is limited in what approaches students use without direction, and to what extent students can readily adopt approaches more in line with best practices with strategic educational interventions.

Thus, the present study investigated student practices in idea generation, development, and selection through a think-aloud experimental session and post-session interview both before and after engagement with three “Learning Blocks,” a hybrid (online and face-to-face) intervention that leverages research-based educational best practices. Data analysis from 10 mechanical engineering students’ two sessions, including 203 ideas and over 30 hours of think-aloud and interview data, revealed that before engagement with the learning blocks, students focused on existing ideas, assumed requirements that constrained their divergence, limited their development of ideas, and selected their favorite idea. After engaging with the learning blocks, students generated unconventional ideas, abstained from requirement assumptions early in idea generation, generated a larger quantity of ideas, intentionally developed ideas, and used more rigorous idea selection methods.
2.2 Introduction

Numerous reports have called for engineering students to develop the ability to design innovative solutions to complex problems of our world (Duderstadt, 2008; Sheppard, Macatangay, Colby, & Sullivan, 2009). Successful solutions to these problems require designers to successfully implement idea generation, development, and selection practices. At any of these phases, best practices support ideas to be created, developed, and selected. If best practices are not followed in these idea phases, designers may pursue conventional ideas that may be small modifications of existing ideas (Cross, Nigel, 2001) and potentially great ideas are not considered. Ideally, designers need to generate a diversity of novel concepts in the initial stages of design to create innovative solutions (Brophy, 2001; Zenios et al., 2009). These initial ideas need to be developed to have the potential to succeed; thus designers need to combine, build on, and iterate on these early ideas by adding new features and transforming aspects of the design ideas (J. Kim & Wilemon, 2002). After rounds of development, ideas can be evaluated according to important criteria given the problem and context, and subsets of ideas are selected to further refinement until designers arrive at a final solution (Rietzschel, Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2006).

While these phases of idea generation, development, and selection are crucial to successful innovation, studies indicate numerous challenges faced by students and practitioners in their idea generation (Ahmed, Wallace, & Blessing, 2003; Ball, Evans, & Dennis, 1994; Cross, Nigel, 2001; Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996; Ullman, Dietterich, & Stauffer, 1988; Youmans & Arciszewski, 2014), idea development (Crismond & Adams, 2012), and idea selection practices (Toh & Miller, 2015). While some challenges within these idea phases are known, much of the idea generation literature is focused on specific elements or tools, rather than the implementation of a collection of best practices, and limited research has focused on student idea development and selection approaches. Additionally, research has not focused on the extent to which instruction can support students to adopt best practice strategies.

To fill this gap, this study used a think-aloud approach during idea phases paired with pre-and post-instruction interviews to investigate how engineering students generated, developed, and selected designs. In addition to capturing students’ natural idea generation, development, and selection practices, we studied the impact of the “Learning Block” intervention, which combines online learning with one-on-one coaching sessions focused on the
topic of interest, on engineering students’ approaches to idea generation, development, and selection.

2.3 Related Work

2.3.1 Idea generation approaches

Best practices in idea generation recommend that multiple, diverse concepts are generated and considered (Brophy, 2001; Liu, Chakrabarti, & Bligh, 2003; Zenios et al., 2009). By creating a large quantity of diverse ideas, designers are more likely to generate non-obvious solutions (Zenios et al., 2009). Additionally, diverse ideas support broader perspectives on solution options, support deeper consideration of the real problem (Dorst & Cross, 2001), prompting iteration of the problem, and provide more variety in functions and features that can be synthesized into new ideas (Zenios et al., 2009). Diverse ideas can include unconventional ideas, and these ideas can stimulate novel approaches that have not been previously considered (Kelley & Littman, 2001). Idea generation best practices also encourage limiting evaluation early on and documenting any new idea even if it seems impractical. That “crazy” idea could be transformed into a successful solution and could also inspire other ideas that had not been explored (Kelley & Littman, 2001).

While these best practices set up a designer to be successful, both novice and experienced designers have been shown at times to struggle to implement them. Novice engineers have difficulty generating and considering multiple ideas (Cross, Nigel, 2001). Novices often limit the diversity of ideas by focusing on a particular concept or variations of the same types of ideas early in the idea generation phase, a term called fixation (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996). In addition to fixating on particular idea type novices can fixate on early ideas even when they realize that these ideas have major flaws (Ball et al., 1994; Rowe, 1987; Ullman et al., 1988). Across design expertise, designers have been shown to struggle to break away from existing, well-known solutions (Linsey et al., 2010) and evaluate ideas too early (Kelley & Littman, 2001). To support designers in achieving best practices in idea generation, the use of ideation structures and tools is recommended. For example, brainstorming “rules” provide a structure for how groups should collect ideas, by building off of other suggestions and not limiting the types of ideas collected (Osborn, 1963).
Ideation tools have been shown to promote quantity, creativity, diversity, and elaboration of ideas generated (Daly, Seifert, Yilmaz, & Gonzalez, 2016; Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, & Lutz, 2018; Linsey, Green, Murphy, Wood, & Markman, 2005; Linsey, Wood, & Markman, 2008). Examples of tools include Brainwriting (Heslin, 2009), Design Heuristics (Daly et al., 2012), IDEO cards (IDEO, 2002), Morphological analysis (Allen, 1962), SCAMPER (Eberle, 1995), Synectics (Gordon, 1961), TRIZ (Altshuller, 1997), and Wordtree Design-by-Analogy (Linsey et al., 2008). Some tools may be better suited for achieving particular goals, i.e., some tools may best limit fixation while others improve quantity of ideas generated. Structures and tools are sometimes specifically meant for group ideation (i.e. Brainwriting) while others support individual ideation. Group idea generation can benefit ideation, but individual ideation is recommended prior to group ideation (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987).

While prior studies have focused on the impacts of structures and tools, studies have not addressed the extent to which students aim to employ best practices in their approaches and the associated structures and tools they use when given free rein on how to approach idea generation.

2.3.2 Idea development approaches

Designers employing best practices in idea development iterate on early ideas to improve their potential. This includes elaborating on existing ideas, building new ideas inspired by existing ones, generating new types of ideas based on gaps identified within existing ideas [40, 41]. Designers often iterate to modify ideas to address inconsistencies or errors, improve solutions to optimize certain characteristics, and integrate multiple ideas to develop new ideas (Adams & Atman, 1999). Furthermore, designers may ask for feedback from their stakeholders to inform where ideas need further iteration (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

In practice, novice designers have been shown to limit idea development and focus on evaluating and selecting an idea for pursuit (Atman, Chimka, Bursic, & Nachtman, 1999; Crismond & Adams, 2012). If they do engage in some development, they focus on developing a single idea by refining the same solution and adjusting the details of that solution, and thus do not consider other options (Cross, 2008). Novices engage in minimal iteration on ideas as compared to experts (Atman et al., 1999) and solve design problems as a linear process that can
be done only once (Crismond & Adams, 2012), leaving very little room to explore beyond their initial ideas based on information gathered in later design stages.

There are few support tools for idea development discussed in design texts or literature, as design methods emphasize idea generation and selection (Cross, 2008; Dubberly, 2004). Existing support strategies that have been demonstrated to support idea development include Brainstorming in small groups (McMahon et al., 2016), which encourages building on initial ideas without early evaluation. Other group members can use the initial ideas to develop more complete ideas and combine features of multiple ideas. Additionally, some idea generation tools have been explored as idea development tools. For example, Design Heuristics were shown to do support students in elaborating, or further specifying, their design ideas (Christian et al., 2012; Kramer et al., 2015). Also, Design Heuristics helped students to consider additional features and transform their previous ideas to further develop their ideas. C-Sketch in a group setting supports idea development by adding modifications to previous ideas produced by other group members (Shah, Vargas-Hernandez, Summers, & Kulkarni, 2001).

2.3.3 Idea selection approaches

During idea selection, designers evaluate numerous ideas and select promising ideas to move forward (Kudrowitz & Wallace, 2013). Best practices recommend designers to appropriately evaluate and select ideas by balancing systems of benefits and trade-offs to articulate both the positive features as well as drawbacks (Crismond & Adams, 2012). Best practices also encourage ideas to be selected after employing back-of-the-envelope estimated calculations and practice-based guidelines to ensure that their concepts meet functional requirements [47, 48].

While various idea generation and development tools can help in exploring the solution space, innovative ideas are often filtered out during the idea selection process (Rietzschel et al., 2006). Both novice and expert designers who select poor concepts have large costs associated with redesign while designers who select high quality concepts increase their likelihood of product success (Huang, Liu, Li, Xue, & Wang, 2013). Expert designers often select concepts that are conventional or have shown success in the past instead of novel ones (Ford & Gioia, 2000). Also, Toh and Miller found that novice designers focused on technical feasibility and effectiveness (Toh & Miller, 2015) at the cost of originality (Rietzschel et al., 2006). Inherent
bias against unconventional ideas exist due to the risk and uncertainties of unconventional ideas (Rubenson & Runco, n.d.). Innovations may be considered risky when the likelihood of failure is assessed but these innovations can often lead to success after commercialization (Baucus, Norton, Baucus, & Human, 2008). Although innovation is emphasized in idea generation, both novice and expert designers often filter out ideas in concept selection to minimize risk.

To support designers in concept selection, various formalized methods have been developed including Analytical Hierarchy Process (Marsh, 1993), Pugh’s evaluation method (Pugh, 1991), and Utility Theory (Pahl & Beitz, 1991). These methods assign attribute values to compare characteristics of design options to find an optimal solution. Studies have shown that student designers emphasize technical feasibility (Toh & Miller, 2015). However, limited studies have conducted studying students’ concept selection practices and their thought processes during the task.

2.4 Research Design

2.4.1 Research Questions

This study investigated students’ idea generation, development, and selection practices. We were interested in students’ initial ideation processes, how they refined their concepts, and how they chose a final solution. Additionally, we hypothesized explicit instruction on best practices in idea generation, development, and selection would change their approaches in these idea phases. Thus, we implemented an asynchronous online learning opportunity (umich.catalog.instructure.com/browse/csed/) to study the impact of providing a learning opportunity for students. This project was conducted to gather information about the following research questions:

- How do mechanical engineering students approach idea generation, development, and selection?
- How do the asynchronous Learning Blocks impact students’ idea generation, development, and selection practices?

2.4.2 Participants

Participants included ten undergraduate mechanical engineering students who generated 203 ideas and over 30 hours of think-aloud and interview data during the study. This number of
participants is appropriate for an in-depth qualitative study (Creswell, 2013; Daly, McGowan, & Papalambros, 2013; Daly, Adams, & Bodner, 2012; Patton, 2015) and similar to other qualitative design studies (Cardoso, Badke-Schaub, & Eris, 2016; Goldschmidt, 1995; E. Kim, Chung, Beckman, & Agogino, 2016; Lauff, Kotys-Schwartz, & Rentschler, 2018).

The student participants were recruited through targeted emails to undergraduate mechanical engineering students at a large Midwestern university and compensated 200 USD for approximately 18 hours of their time. All participants had taken at least one design-related college course where they gained experience in idea generation, development, and selection. Also, all students had participated in design related internships or co-curricular design activities. Thus, they had multiple exposures to design, and had the opportunity to develop strategies to employ in idea generation, development, and selection. Participant background information is included in Table 1.

Table 1. Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Design Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrea</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 design courses, 1 design internship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sophomore</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>1 design course, 1 extracurricular design team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 design courses, 1 extracurricular design activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>3 design courses, 2 extracurricular design activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 design courses, 1 extracurricular design activity, 2 design internships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fredrick</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 design courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>African American &amp; White</td>
<td>1 design course, 1 extracurricular design activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2 design courses, 3 extracurricular design activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 design courses, 1 design internship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sophomore</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>1 design course, 1 extracurricular design activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.3 Data Collection

The participants engaged in a three-step procedure during the study: 1) a design task with natural approaches and interview, 2) completion of 3 Learning Blocks, and 3) a post-block task and interview (Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Study procedure**

The design task with natural approaches asked students to develop solutions to a given problem statement and select a final solution at the end. Students completed this task using whatever approaches they wanted. This was to capture their natural tendencies in a non-guided setting. They were asked to spend a minimum of an hour working on the design task using any resources they needed.

Participants were asked to think-aloud throughout the session as they wrote and completed the design task. The think-aloud data were recorded using a Livescribe Echo pen. The think-aloud method asks participants to verbalize their thought process during a problem solving task (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994). Think-aloud approaches capture processes and ideas in a person’s working memory rather than their long-term memory (Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1993). Working memory provides accurate representation of the current processes compared to recalling information after completing a problem-solving event.

The problems for the design task were developed based on a number of criteria. Solutions to these problems should be product oriented since we planned experiment with mechanical engineering students. The problems were developed to minimize the expertise needed in a particular context to ensure that students did not need extensive knowledge to generate ideas. We modified three existing tasks used in other studies that had similar criteria (Rechkemmer et al., 2017; Sevier et al., 2017) and then conducted two rounds of pilot tests to refine language and select two design contexts for the study. After the pilot tests, two tasks we selected included the low-skill snow transporter problem asks students to design a personal tool for people with that lack ski and snowboard experience, and the one-handed opener for lidded food containers...
problem asks students to develop a way for people with limited use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container. The full problem descriptions are included in Appendix 1.

After the design task, the students were interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol. Interviews allow for exploration of perceptions and opinions, and enable probing for more information, which helps ensure validity of the data because it allows for clarification of responses (Hutchinson & Wilson, 1992; Louise Barriball & While, 1994) and more complete information (Bailey, 1994; R. Gordon, 1975). The interview questions were developed through multiple iterations. Open-ended questions were constructed to understand students’ idea generation, development, and selection practices (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012), and questions were framed neutrally to avoid expressing personal opinions and leading interviewees (Patton, 2015). Examples of questions included: How did you generate ideas to address the problem? Can you tell me about how you selected your final idea?

Prior to using the protocol for data collection, one pilot interview was conducted to ensure clarity of the protocol. To guarantee protocol consistency for all participants, one person interviewed every participant. The sole interviewer for this study was a graduate student who has received interview training and previously completed studies using qualitative research methods. Each interview was audio-recorded for analysis. Although the same protocol was used for all participants, the interviews varied in length from 20-60 minutes depending on how elaborate students were as they answered the open-ended interview questions.

Students were then instructed to complete three Learning Blocks created by the Center for Socially Engaged Design in the following sequence: “Idea Generation”, “Concept Development” and “Concept Selection” within a 3-4 week time frame (“Center for Socially Engaged Design,” n.d.). Each learning block took approximately 5-8 hours to complete. Each block had specific learning objectives aligned with best practices in the particular idea phase. These objectives are listed in Figure 3. Additional information on the learning block structure is described in the next section.
Figure 3. The learning objectives of the Center for Socially Engaged Design blocks.

Once the students completed the Learning Blocks they did a post-block design task. This time, they developed ideas for the problem statement that they had not completed during the design task with natural approaches. The study structure was identical to the previous protocol except the interview protocol included a few additional questions related to students’ learning block experiences.

2.4.4 The Learning Block Intervention

The Learning Blocks were created by the Center for Socially Engaged Design to promote design skills and provide an asynchronous learning opportunity through on-demand online learning platforms coupled with one-on-one coaching sessions with experienced design consultants (“Center for Socially Engaged Design,” n.d.). The blocks provide videos and/or text that highlights key principles of a particular design activity, with questions that allow students to check their understanding (Young, Daly, Hoffman, Sienko, & Gilleran, 2017). Students receive remote feedback on their answers, and once they pass, students proceed to an application opportunity, where they are provided a design scenario to apply core principles from the learning block core content. Then a coach discusses the application task with students, provides feedback, and allows the students to iterate as necessary. Finally, students complete an online reflection
form on how their ideas changes and what is important to know about the topic. The Learning Block model format is summarized in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Center for Socially Engaged Design Learning Block Model](image)

### 2.4.5 Data Analysis

The think-aloud and interview data were transcribed for analysis. Also, students’ sketched data were matched with think-aloud data. Data were then analyzed in two different ways: 1) think-aloud and interview data were coded to uncover students’ approaches and 2) sketched and think-aloud data were examined to measure outcomes of idea generation, development, and selection.

To analyze students’ approaches, deductive codes were first developed based on previously documented behaviors in idea generation, development, and selection such as listing existing ideas and balancing benefits/tradeoffs in selecting ideas (Crismond & Adams, 2012). Inductive codes were added to this initial list based on recurring trends in the data (Creswell, 2013) to form the complete set of codes to describe students’ behaviors. For example, an inductive code of ‘self-limiting behavior: assumed requirements’ was added to the codebook as a recurring pattern to describe students who came up with additional requirements that limited their idea generation. Table 2 includes the complete list of codes to describe student approaches across idea phases. After the codebook was finalized by the first two coders, a third coder independently coded the interviews and think-aloud sessions and compared all codes to the second coder. An inter-rater reliability for behavior codes was calculated as 75% among all pre-block and post-block transcripts. Values greater than 70% are typically acceptable for inter-rater reliability (Osborne, 2008). The coders discussed all discrepancies and reached full agreement prior to finalizing the findings.
Next, students’ idea generation, development, and selection outcomes were measured. We examined outcomes including quantity of total ideas, variety of total ideas, quantity of ideas developed, fixation on ideas, number of criteria used in selection, and prioritization of criteria in selection. The metrics are summarized in Table 3 and described in more detail in the following paragraphs.
2.4.6 Quantity of total ideas generated in all idea phases

To measure quantity, we leveraged practices used in prior research (Linsey et al., 2005; Shah, Kulkarni, & Vargas-Hernandez, 2000). A single product solution was defined in two different ways: 1) participants clearly indicated an idea by having a sketch with descriptions of an idea (Figure 5) or 2) participants only described an idea in words but the idea covered two or more functions of the design. When students came up with single components of ideas using idea generation techniques, we did not count them as individual ideas. For example, a participant used the Mind Map to come up with various different ways to power a snow transporter such as wind power, motor, and solar power, we did not count these individual components as an idea. When the same participant used two or more components from his Mind Map to build possible solutions and sketched out the details, we counted them as ideas. Inter-rater reliability between two coders for all of the data using this approach was 94%. The coders discussed all discrepancies and reached full agreement prior to finalizing the findings.
2.4.7 Quantity of ideas developed

In quantifying the ideas developed, we followed the same procedure for quantifying the total number of ideas with additional criteria. Two coders only counted ideas that were explicitly indicated by students as 1) combining components of previous ideas, 2) building on previous ideas, and 3) developing ideas after initial generation. The inter-rater reliability was 83% and the coders discussed all discrepancies until they reached full agreement prior to finalizing the findings.

2.4.8 Variety of ideas

Variety of ideas were measured based on two different approaches: 1) Ideas were grouped based on key features of the design to capture different types of ideas generated. 2) Ideas were broken down into various functions or ‘bins’ to analyze different sub-functions of ideas that students’ considered.

Each concept was classified by solution type based on the key features of the design, similar to approaches used in other studies measuring variety (Daly, Christian, Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Jablokow et al., 2015). For example, in one-handed opener problem, all concepts that focused on using a handheld tool to pry open the container was classified as a type of solution that occurred several times among many participants. A coding scheme was created that consisted of exclusive categories differentiating ‘obvious’ concepts from unexpected concepts. For the low skill snow transporter problem, 8 different codes were created (1-ATV, 2-snowmobile, 3-snowboard, 4-snowshoes, 5-ski, 6-scooter, 7-motorcycle, 8-other). For the one-handed opener problem, 5 different codes were created (1-base/lid restraint, 2-machine (twist), 3-
handheld tool (puncture), 4-handheld tool (pry), 5-other). For both problems, the ‘other’ category represented combinations of features from multiple categories and ideas that did not fit into the above categories. For example, in the low skill snow transporter problem, any flying objects such as drones were placed in the ‘other’ category. Using two coders, inter-rater reliability for all data was 78%. The coders discussed all discrepancies and reached full agreement prior to finalizing the findings.

In the second way of measuring variety of ideas, we created categories based on various functions or ‘bins’ of ideas (Linsey et al., 2010). For example, in the low-skilled snow transporter problem, participants came up with a variety of ways to power their transporter (Table 4). Each method of powering the snow transporter would be considered a bin. Based on all the bins, we counted how many bins were considered unique, meaning they were used by a limited number of participants in this study. We counted bins that were only used by 1, 2 or 3 participants out of 10. Then we compared how many of those unique bins were used by participants during the design task with natural approaches or post-block task. Using two coders, inter-rater reliability for all data was 71%. The coders discussed all discrepancies and reached full agreement prior to finalizing the findings.

Table 4. Power source categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor/Engine</th>
<th>Includes propulsion ideas. Jets, rockets, turbines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar Energy</td>
<td>Collecting radiant energy emitted by the sun to power the device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Energy</td>
<td>Capturing wind in a sail to move device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>The force that attracts an object with mass toward the center of the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>An energy storage unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological</td>
<td>Using an animal as a power source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Force</td>
<td>Attraction or repulsion that arises between electrically charged objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Energy</td>
<td>Energy stored as a result of applying a force to deform an elastic object. Energy is stored until the force is removed and the deformed object springs back to its original shape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.9 Fixation

To analyze fixation, we examined the first two and last two ideas generated. If one pair of the first two or last two ideas fell in the same category of ideas, we indicated that students were fixated, and they generated same types of ideas in the beginning as well as at the end. Other studies on fixation measured number of non-redundant features of ideas to quantify fixation (Linsey et al., 2010). Similarly, our study examined redundancy of first two and last two ideas generated to measure fixation; however, we focused on redundancy of types of ideas generated instead of sub-features of ideas. For the low skill snow transporter problem, 8 different codes or types of ideas were present (1-ATV, 2-snowmobile, 3-snowboard, 4-snowshoes, 5-ski, 6-scooter, 7-motorcycle, 8-other). For the one-handed opener problem, 5 different codes or types of ideas were present (1-base/lid restraint, 2-machine (twist), 3-handheld tool (puncture), 4-handheld tool (pry), 5-other). If ideas were categorized as other, two coders created new categories and compared ideas. In coding fixation, two coders had the inter-rater reliability of 90%.

2.4.10 Number of criteria considered and prioritization of criteria in idea selection

Two coders counted the number of criteria that students considered during their idea selection and created a binary system. We categorized students into 1) a group that considered only one criterion in selecting ideas and 2) a group that considered multiple criteria. Also, we examined if students prioritized their evaluation criteria in selecting ideas. Students who prioritized their criteria either ranked criteria or assigned different weighing values to each criterion to indicate their importance. We did not evaluate the specific idea selected by students because the focus of the work was to characterize students’ idea generation, development, and selection processes.

2.5 Results

The findings represent patterns in students’ idea generation, development, and selection approaches as well as the types of outcomes they generated. We summarize these patterns across idea phases in Table 6 and discuss approach and outcome patterns for each idea phase in the following subsections.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural approach</th>
<th>Post-learning block task approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Generation Approaches</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Generation Approaches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Assumed additional requirements limited divergence in ideation.</td>
<td>- Did not demonstrate signs of adding requirements in idea generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Looked for existing solutions to the problem</td>
<td>- Looked for existing solutions initially and generated unconventional solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Did not utilize any idea generation strategies</td>
<td>- Utilized one or two idea generation strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Focused on practicality of ideas</td>
<td>- Focused on increasing the quantity of ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Generation Outcomes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Generation Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Generated a limited quantity and diversity of ideas</td>
<td>- Generated a larger quantity and diversity of ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fixated on initial ideas</td>
<td>- Less fixated on initial ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Development Approach</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Development Approach</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Showed little signs of developing ideas</td>
<td>- Separated out idea development as its own phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Development Outcome</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Development Outcome</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Developed few ideas</td>
<td>- Elaborated and iterated multiple ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Selection Approaches</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Selection Approaches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Used intuition</td>
<td>- Used a decision matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Using inconsistent evaluation criteria</td>
<td>- Used consistent evaluation criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arbitrary assignment of values</td>
<td>- Assigned arbitrary weighing criteria for Pugh Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Showed favoritism in selecting ideas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Selection Outcomes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Idea Selection Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Selected a single idea with one criterion</td>
<td>- Considered multiple criteria in selecting the final idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Did not prioritize criteria in selecting ideas</td>
<td>- Prioritized multiple criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.5.1 Concept Generation Approaches**

**2.5.1.1 Natural Concept Generation Approaches**

Before going through the learning blocks, students 1) assumed additional requirements that were not explicitly described in the problem statement that limited divergence in ideation, 2)
looked for existing solutions to the problem, 3) did not utilize any idea generation strategies, and 4) focused on practicality of ideas as a goal in idea generation.

When students were given a design problem, 7 out of 10 students used the stated constraints from the design problem as a guide and assumed additional requirements that were not part of the problem statement. For example, Henry was working on a one-handed opened problem and indicated an additional requirement that was not stated in the problem:

“I’ll call this design requirement. Container must be fixated without use of arm” (Henry)

By creating an additional requirement, Henry only came up with ideas that revolved around fixating the container. Additionally, Cathy came up with an assumed requirement not included in the problem statement. She was tasked with the low-skill snow transport problem that prompted her to design a personal transportation method on snow. The problem statement indicated that solutions should allow users to control direction and braking, but she came up with another requirement through her interpretation and assumption:

“I guess, ‘Direction and braking,’ would imply that this should be motorized” (Cathy).

By focusing on motorized methods of transporting on snow, Cathy limited herself from coming up with ideas that did not involve motors. Some examples of Cathy’s ideas included a snow scooter with motorcycle-style hand control (Figure 6.a), an ATV with snow tires (Figure 6.b), and a snowmobile (Figure 6.c).

![Figure 6. Examples of Cathy’s initial ideas on low-skill snow transportation.](image)

Furthermore, 8 out of 10 students relied on existing solutions and minimally diverged to consider many alternatives. Since students were allowed to use any resource they needed, they
searched on Google for existing solutions to the problem. For example, Andrea who was working on one-handed container opener said,

“I Googled one hand opener to see if there were any off-the-shelf products that are out there. And I found some, and I borrowed some ideas from like current products, that are like online” (Andrea)

None of the students using any ideation strategies to support them in considering diverse alternatives. In interviewing students after the design task with natural approaches, 6 out of 10 students indicated that they were aware of ideation techniques but did not apply them to support ideation. For example, in an interview:

“I remember we talked about a lot of different ways that it's possible to ideate solutions and a few of those... Remember talking about one method is the TRIZ method. And then, I remember the acronym SCAMPER. I'm not sure if I remember it correctly.” (Brian)

Students had access to the internet and they could have leveraged online resources; students knew of idea generation techniques but did not apply them.

Students also emphasized coming up with practical solutions as a goal for idea generation. For example:

“I think success is meeting a challenge so if ... Yeah. Yeah. I have these criteria and if my design meets those criteria, wonderful. It's successful.” (Cathy)

By emphasizing meeting design criteria, students focused on coming up with solutions that are practical, which can lead to conventional ideas. Best practices in idea generation encourages designers to come up with novel, unconventional ideas that can be used to inspire new ideas.

2.5.1.2 Post-Block Concept Generation Approaches

After completion of the Learning Blocks, students did not assume requirements in the early phase of idea generation, looked for existing solutions initially and generated unconventional solutions later, utilized one or two idea generation tools, and focused on
increasing the quantity of ideas. The combination of these approaches led to students coming up with a larger quantity of diverse ideas.

Unlike natural idea generation where students came up with assumed requirements in the beginning of the design task, 6 out of 10 students in post-block task emphasized the importance of not limiting ideas early in idea generation did not show signs of coming up with assumed requirements:

“It's coming up with solutions and sort of taking a question and using it to inspire solutions and not limiting your solutions. It's like an initial dump of all of your ideas, just to get those all out there” (Brian)

Similar to the design task with natural approaches, students started idea generation with existing ideas, however, they then intentionally looked for unconventional ideas to help them diverge in idea generation. After coming up with several existing ideas, Cathy, who worked on one-handed container opener problem, looked for unconventional ways to open a jar for her 7th idea:

“What is the coolest way you could open a jar? Well, my go-to answer for that is to smash it, and I'm not supposed to limit myself during idea generation, something tells me that smashing it isn't a good idea. Maybe if it was a controlled smash. Is there a way to control [it]... can you puncture a jar without getting stuff in your food... Now, we are going to just cut the top off (Figure 7)” (Cathy).

![Figure 7](image)

*Figure 7.* Cathy’s idea to cut the top off using a knife to pen a container illustrates an unconventional method to open a jar

Unlike the design task with natural approaches, 8 out of 10 students were asked to utilize at least one idea generation technique, including Design Heuristics, Mind Mapping.
Using idea generation tools often helped students to approach idea generation in a structured way. For example, Brian was working on the snow transporter problem and used a Mind Map to generate ideas. His Mind Map incorporated central nodes that described the characteristics of his design such as power, snow movement, control direction, and braking. Then he created components for each central node. For example, he thought of different ways to power a snow transporter such as wind power, solar power, turbine, jet snow propulsion, etc., as shown in Figure 8.

**Figure 8.** An example Mind Map used to generate ideas

After coming up with various different functions within the Mind Map, Brian combined multiple functions to create ideas. As seen in Figure 9, Concept (a) used wind power and smooth surface functions to create a snow sail. The user can control direction by turning the sail and brake by moving the sail away from the wind. Concept (b) used jet propulsion and smooth surface to create a snowmobile with a jet engine. By combining various functions from ideation techniques, students generated a number of concepts.
Figure 9. Ideas generated by combining components from the Mind Map. (a) Snow sail and (b) snowmobile with a jet.

In the post-block task, 10 out of 10 students articulated that coming up with a large quantity is important in idea generating. Students focused on generating a lot of ideas that may be wild and unconventional, which is considered a best practice in idea generation:

“It's coming out with a large quantity of ideas, no matter how ridiculous.” (Henry)

Students said that they aimed to diverge to generate a large quantity of ideas and also gave themselves a target number of ideas to generate. In the post-block task, 6 out of 10 students articulated a clear goal in generating a minimum number of ideas they wanted to generate:

“Let's say I want at least 10 ideas before I move onto the next phase.” (Ethan)

By setting a clear quantity goal in idea generation, students generated a large quantity of ideas to ensure that they consider multiple ideas before evaluating them.

2.5.1.3 Concept Generation Outcomes

There were some notable differences in the natural and post-block ideation outcomes. Students who completed the snow transporter problem came up with an average of 4.3 (SE 1.93 concepts) and 14.8 concepts (SE 2.43 concepts) for the design task with natural approaches and post-block task, respectively with p-value of 0.07. Students who worked on one-hand container opener problem came up with an average of 4.4 (SE 0.6) and 14.6 concepts (SE 3.3) for the design task with natural approaches and post-block task, respectively with p-value of 0.04. When
combining the average number of ideas generated for the two design tasks, students generated an average of 5.6 (SE 1.5) and 14.7 concepts (SE 2.7) for the design task with natural approaches and post-block task, respectively, with p-value of 0.0001 (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Average number of ideas generated in design task with natural approaches and post-block task

With regards to differences in variety, for the first variety metric we applied—idea type—students generated fewer expected concept types in the post-block task as compared to the natural ideation. For the one hand container opener problem, 41% (9 out of 22 ideas) of the concepts in the natural idea generation task and 26% (19 out of 73) ideas in the post-block task involved either base or lid being restrained and container being opened, representing the most obvious idea. Ideas in the “other” category, representing ideas that did not fit into the other categories as well as idea combinations, comprised 22% (5 out of 22 ideas) in the natural idea generation task versus 63% (46 out of 73) in post-block task. These comparisons are represented in Figure 11.a. In the snow transporter problem, 38% (13 out of 34 ideas) and 50% (37 out of 74 ideas) of the concepts were categorized as ‘other’ in natural idea generation and post-block task, respectively (represented in Figure 11.b).
We saw a similar trend of more unconventional concepts generated for the post-block task when using the second variety metric we applied—the frequency of unusual features. By sorting ideas into bins of similar ideas, we found that on average, 0.8 (SE 0.4) and 1.3 (SE 0.5) bins were occupied by only one student in natural ideation and post-block task, respectively, with the p-value of 0.41. This indicates that on average, students generated less than one (0.8) unique feature during natural ideation while students came up with more than one (1.3) unique sub-feature in post-block task. On average, 1.3 (SE 0.5) and 2.8 (SE 0.6) bins were occupied by two or less students in natural idea generation and post-block tasks, respectively, with the p-value of 0.01. On average, 1.9 (SE 0.6) and 4.5 (SE 0.6) bins were occupied by three or less students in natural ideation and post-block task, respectively, with the p-value of 0.002 (Figure 12); in other words, students in natural ideation task came up with on average 1.9 features unique to three or less students while students in post-block task generated on average 4.5 sub-features unique sub-features unique to three or less students. This analysis shows that students came up with more unique features of ideas in post-block task.
Idea fixation was lower in post-block task ideas as compared to pre-block task ideas. In the pre-block task, 4 out of 10 students demonstrated fixation compared to 1 out of 10 students in post-block task. Students in the pre-block task often started generating ideas and continued to come up with same types of ideas. For example, Isaac worked on one-handed container opener for his pre-block task. His first two ideas and last two ideas emphasized restraining the base of a can to open the top (Figure 13), demonstrating that he generated same types of ideas in the beginning and end of his idea generation. In the post-block task, Henry was working on the low-skilled transportation problem. His first two ideas were snow shoes and hovercraft while his last two ideas were a tug boat with spikes and tank for heavy snow terrains. His post-task ideas varied in terms of types of ideas he generated.

Figure 12. Number of bins occupied by 1, 1-2, or 1-3 students
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Figure 13. Henry’s first two (a and b) and last two (c and d) ideas. (a) fixed device to hold the bottom of a jar, (b) portable device to hold the bottom of a jar, (c) portable and automated device to hold the jar and help you open it, and (d) fixed device to hold a jar that automatically helps you open a jar.
2.5.2 Concept Development Approaches

2.5.2.1 Natural Concept Development Approaches

In natural idea development, students showed minimal signs of developing ideas further than their initial generation. For example, Brian indicated that he did not expand on his initial ideas to make improvements:

“I didn't really expand on them too much, or I came up with things that I thought were problematic about them but I didn't do too much to change my design to make them better.” (Brian)

Students indicated that after they generated their ideas, they jumped into comparing and selecting ideas.

2.5.2.2 Post-Block Concept Development Approaches

In the post-block task, 10 out of 10 students intentionally developed ideas and 6 out of 10 students separated idea generation and development as two distinct phases in design. For example:

“Let’s breakdown the process beforehand. And dividing it in terms of the blocks. Idea generation. Concept development. Concept selection. Okay, so we're on idea generation.” (Ethan)

By articulating idea development as a phase, students set aside time to build on their previous ideas. Students said that after coming up with initial ideas, they used idea development strategies such as Design Heuristics to help them build and on their initial ideas.

“Once I feel like I was slowing down, I think I started switching over to development and that's when I used the design heuristic cards and shuffled them. That's when I came up with, I think, 11 to 22 [concepts].” (Isaac)

By having explicit idea generation and development phases, students build on their initial ideas to ultimately have a larger quantity of ideas.

2.5.2.3 Concept Development Outcomes

There were differences in the number of developed ideas students generated naturally and post-block. We counted ideas to be developed if students 1) combined components of previous ideas, 2) built on previous ideas, and 3) came back to initial ideas to further develop them. In
general, students in natural idea development did not develop their initial ideas. Seven out of 10 students did not develop ideas in natural idea development while 1 out of 10 students did not develop initial ideas in the post-block task. Students who completed the snow transporter problem developed between 0 to 1 concept with an average of 0.2 (SE 0.2 concepts) during natural development; students in post-block task developed between 0 to 10 concepts with an average of 5 concepts (SE 1.58 concepts), with p-value of 0.04. Students who worked on one-hand container opener problem developed between 0 to 3 concepts with an average of 0.8 (SE 0.58) concepts in natural development; students in post-block task developed 1 to 8 concepts with an average of 4.2 concepts (SE 1.62), with p-value of 0.17. When combining the average number of ideas developed for the two design tasks, students developed an average of 0.5 (SE 0.3) and 4.6 concepts (SE 1.07) for natural development and post-block task, respectively, with p-value of 0.01. These results are represented in Figure 14.

![Graph showing the quantity of developed ideas](image)

**Figure 14.** Quantity of developed ideas

### 2.5.3 Concept Selection Approaches

#### 2.5.3.1 Natural Concept Selection Approaches

During the natural concept selection, students lacked structure in how they selected the most promising idea. Five out of 10 students used intuition to select ideas and they showed favoritism for ideas. Students demonstrated that they selected their best idea using their intuition without articulating why they are selecting a particular idea. For example:

> “*Basically, just either picking your best idea, or the one that you think is the best, I’d say*” (Grace)
Also, students showed favoritism and eliminated ideas that were competing with their favorite ideas without properly evaluating multiple ideas:

“I mean, what's going on in my head, pretty much right now, is I very much prefer my first idea with the rubber bands, or whatever. I'm just going to neglect the second idea” (Daniel)

In selecting ideas, 9 out of 10 students came up with inconsistent lists to compare ideas in natural idea selection. For example, Henry was working on the personal transportation problem. During idea selection, Henry emphasized that his idea with treads would be good for recreation and quad copter would be safer:

“I really like number one, the treads and number four, the quad copter. I think both of these have a lot of strengths and uses and I think more use for different types of things. The treads are more for recreation and the quad-copter's more for safety. It depends on what you're using them for, but if I have to say which one is the best solution with the design prompt in mind and saying that this is for personal use and skiing and snowboarding are given as examples. I think the treads are the best one for this.” (Henry)

Henry did not use consistent criteria to compare all his ideas. He considered quad-copter as a safe design, but he did not consider safety of the tread idea. Although he listed some benefits of his ideas, he ultimately picked his tread idea for its convenience in personal use. Henry did not use clear structure in his concept selection.

In natural concept selection, when students used idea selection methods, such as Pugh Chart, their fixation, and favoritism still affected idea selection. For example, despite having evaluation criteria for Pugh Chart, students demonstrated that they were bias in rating their favorite idea and arbitrarily came up with ratings:

“You come up with a bunch of criteria that you want to evaluate your product with and then you assign a weight to each one of the criteria... Then you add up the numbers and get the highest rating. We just come up with random numbers. If we like this design a lot, we like assign it higher scores.” (Andrea)
Students also created a list of pros and cons to help them evaluate ideas. However, students favored ideas they perceived as having the most number of pros and minimized the effects of cons:

“This is already my favorite one, and the one I want to go with, but going through these pro-con lists is going to let me put a numeric value to the pros and cons of each of my design, and take my preferences out of it, which is why I’m doing this...The only two of my designs that didn't come out even with the pro and cons were the snow ATV and the snow ATV with treads. I was able to decide on the one with treads because it had more pros than cons.” (Cathy)

After coming up with a list of pros and cons for her ideas, Cathy selected ideas with the most pros and least cons. She even indicated that before generating a list of pros and cons, she knew her favorite idea. At the end, she ended up picking her favorite idea with the most pros, which demonstrated that despite using concept selection methods, being attached to a favorite idea affected selecting their final idea.

2.5.3.2 Post-Block Concept Evaluation Approaches

After completing the learning blocks, students systematically organized their ideas into groups and used concept selection methods such as a Pugh Chart to select their final idea. After generating a large quantity of ideas, 5 out of 10 students grouped their ideas based on similarities. For many students, initial grouping of ideas helped them discard similar ideas before using Pugh Chart. Eight out of 10 students used Pugh Chart; students listed important criteria or requirements for their ideas. Then students often assigned weighing values for each criterion with minimal justification:

“I think, well, the number one is probably going to be like ease of use and I'm going to weight that as a solid five. And then I'm going to say cost because I feel like they're going to buy a lot of them. It's also important. That's a four. And then let's just like feasibility. Then that also a four and then ...we'll just say what else is important. storage ability is important. So, ease of use for the twist and pry. I think that one will get a solid ... I think that one gets a one because it is ... I mean, it's automatic but you still have to get the jar and all that to line up and that might take a little bit of difficulty.” (Henry)
Henry came up with weighing values based on what believed to be important. After coming up with criteria and weighing values, students attempted to be objective in evaluated ideas that based on how well each idea meets the criteria. Students compared ideas and depending on the comparison, they assigned appropriate values:

“I think I’ll use Pugh Chart and stuff to have an objective voice. I’m just not arbitrarily picking something to do. I can just go through and say, "This is why I did it that way.” (Isaac)

Overall, in the post-block task, students attempted to be objective in selecting their idea using methods such as the Pugh Chart but their idea selection was influenced by their perception of what criteria were important in their final idea. While they showed improvement in using a structure, students struggled with coming up with fair evaluation criteria.

2.5.3.3 Concept Selection Outcomes

During natural idea selection, 4 out of 10 students selected ideas by focusing on a single criterion and they showed minimal evaluation and comparison of multiple ideas. Only 1 out of 10 students prioritized multiple criteria by ranking or providing weighing values for each criterion. David was working on the one-hand container opener problem. He selected idea based on practicality without considering or prioritizing other criteria:

“Allright, so my winner is the first idea, because I think that would probably actually work. Granted a person is, you know, strong enough to open a jar. That's the big constraint here.” (David)

After going through the learning blocks, 8 out of 10 students considered multiple criteria and compared their ideas before choosing their final one. Also, 9 out of 10 students prioritized multiple criteria by ranking criteria or providing a weighing value for each criterion. Students heavily relied on using Pugh Chart to help them compare ideas and placed numerical values depending on their perceived quality of each idea. At the end, students added up all the values and became focused on picking the idea with the highest rating:

“All right. To total these up, taking the sum of the product of the weight and the scores, idea number one gets five, ten, 12 points. Number two gets ... nine, 11.
Then number three gets 14. So objectively here, number three is the winner (Figure 15).” (Cathy)

**Figure 15.** Cathy’s Pugh Chart used for concept selection. Although Cathy’s three ideas came out to be similar in the total value (12, 11, and 14 units) in her Pugh Chart, Cathy picked idea 3, which had 14 units without further questioning or reasoning her choice.

2.6 Discussion

Across all three phases of idea generation, development, and selection, mechanical engineering students demonstrated novice approaches in their natural ways. After going through the Learning Blocks, we saw substantial differences in their approaches. In the next few paragraphs, we describe how students’ approaches changed.

During idea generation, we found that in natural idea generation, students limited the alternatives they considered, created additional assumed requirements, and relied on existing solutions. This finding builds on previous research documenting challenges designers encounter in generating a large quantity of ideas (Cross, Nigel, 2001) that deviate from existing solutions (Linsey et al., 2010). Using their natural approaches, students did not leverage any idea generation strategies to support them in coming up with alternatives. Relying on existing solutions and limited use of idea generation strategies led to signs of fixation that directed students to focus on variations of similar concepts, similar to previous findings from other researchers (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996). After completing the learning
blocks, students adopted some of the best practices in idea generation. Students clearly articulated that generating a large quantity of ideas is important and many students set a goal to generate a specific number of ideas. Students adopted some of the ideation techniques documented in the literature such as Mind Map, Morphological Analysis, and Design Heuristics to help them generate ideas. By equipping students in idea generation techniques and teaching them best practices, students generated a greater number of ideas and came up with varying types of ideas as well, which are considered best practices (Brophy, 2001; Zenios et al., 2009). Our results mirror previous studies demonstrating the benefits of systematically applying idea generation techniques to support quantity and quality of ideas created (Daly et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2018; White, Wood, & Jensen, 2012).

In students’ natural idea development, students placed minimal emphasis on developing their initial concepts and showed minimal improvements to their previous ideas. Students approached ideation as a linear path with little to no iteration, similar to findings from other research (Crismond & Adams, 2012). After completing the learning blocks, students intentionally built on their initial ideas to further develop their ideas. Students separated idea generation and development as two distinct phases; thus, students intentionally spent time building on previous ideas and combining different features of multiple ideas to create new ideas. While students made improvements, literature describes that experts iterate often and go through the idea generation and development phases multiple times (Brophy, 2001; Crismond & Adams, 2012). Although students were intentional in setting aside time to develop ideas, students did not engage in multiple cycles of development. Research has demonstrated that experienced designers engage in multiple iterations and look for new perspectives to build on previous ideas (Crismond & Adams, 2012; Gerber, 2008).

As students naturally selected ideas, students used intuition and picked a favorite idea. Students showed signs of fixation throughout the design task, similar to previous studies (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996) and our study demonstrated that signs of fixation persisted through idea selection. In the post-block task, students used concept selection methods like a Pugh Chart and sought more objective evaluation, which has been a common method to support idea selection demonstrated in the literature (Pugh, 1991). Students in post-block task articulated important criteria and balanced benefits and trade-offs in selecting their idea, which
are important characteristics described in the literature (Crismond & Adams, 2012; Nelson & Stolterman, 2003). However, students often arbitrary assigned numerical values to design criteria and picked the idea with the highest rating at the end. In addition to balancing benefits and trade-offs, research has demonstrated that experts use analytical methods (McKenna, Linsenmeier, & Glucksberg, 2008), back-of-the-envelope calculations (Linder & Flowers, 2001), and prototyping in selecting ideas (Lauff et al., 2018).

Although student participants had multiple design experiences through both classes and co-curricular activities, students had not adopted best practices in idea phases. This indicates that providing instructions can facilitate an update of appropriate strategies to support idea generation, development, and selection. The Learning blocks are one tool to provide support as students engage in design. The on-demand and option to learn design skills in any order may be particularly supportive for students since students in design projects will need to develop specific skills when they need them.

Overall, the Learning Blocks showed evidence in supporting students to adopt evidenced-based design practices in lessons that last 5-7 hours. In addition to this study that supported idea generation, development, and selection, another study has demonstrated the benefits of the Learning Blocks in aiding interview practices to engage with stakeholders (Young et al., 2017). The Learning Blocks will continue to evolve to include best practices in idea generation, development, and selection based on new research findings. By providing regular updates, we can ensure that students are learning and adopting most up-to-date practices.

2.6.1 Limitations

This study examined students from a single large Midwestern institution in the U.S. with educational emphasis on design in the engineering curriculum, and findings in other types of engineering programs may differ. The study was designed to gain an in-depth understanding of students’ idea generation, development, and selection practices. Instead of claiming generalizability, qualitative studies emphasize transferability of the results, allowing the reader to make connections between this study and their own situation (Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2015; Saldaña, 2011). Also, in this study, students were asked to work individually and complete the task in one sitting. In practice, engineers often work on design tasks for longer periods of time and they often have opportunities to work in teams and engage with stakeholders to gain
feedback throughout their tasks. Also, this study examined how students’ can change their behaviors after going through a learning intervention. The study does not claim students’ long-term ability to retain the information.

2.6.2 Implications

A flexible learning model that breaks down learning objectives into each phase of a design process can support design education to support successful end outcomes. For students, open-ended design experiences through co-curricular activities and internships are not sufficient to teach best practices in idea generation, development, and selection because these activities may lack explicit instruction. Many design activities emphasize achieving success at the end and may lack scaffolding to support designers through each phase of a design process. Thus, there is value in articulating clear goals within each phase and emphasizing reflection to ensure that designers are meeting their goals in each phase of their design. Breaking down design phases to provide support early in design can help engineering designers to achieve success in their overall design projects; as demonstrated in the literature, implementing best-practices is particularly important in the front-end, which includes problem definition and idea generation, because the front-end activities set the trajectory for the rest of design (Brophy, 2001; Pahl & Beitz, 1991).

In teaching design courses, instructors can leverage a flexible learning model to present materials to students when they need it. In a typical one- or two-semester design course, students work on large projects and move through their projects at different pace, making it challenging to provide relevant material at the right time for all students. By leveraging flexible learning modules that emphasize different phases of a design process, students can learn and implement relevant design practices when they need them. Additionally, since an asynchronous learning intervention has demonstrated to support junior and senior engineering students, similar learning interventions may be used to aid early practitioners to adopt best practices in different design phases.

2.7 Conclusions

This study examined students’ natural approaches to idea generation, development, and selection that they had theoretically developed through their prior design experiences. These approaches were flawed, however, as students created assumed requirements that limited their divergent thinking, relied on existing solutions, generated few ideas, and selected their favorite
concept at the end. After completing the Learning Blocks, students adopted some of the evidence-based design practices documented in the literature. In post-block idea generation, students minimized early evaluation, generated unconventional ideas, focused on generating a large quantity of ideas. During post-block idea development, students set aside time to iterate, combine, and build on existing ideas. Afterward, students used concept selection methods to balance benefits and tradeoffs of ideas before finalizing their idea. This study demonstrates that providing concrete lessons using asynchronous Learning Blocks can support students to develop clear approaches and goals in each phase of idea generation, development, and selection. By supporting students’ design practices, we can equip students to develop innovative solutions to solve complex, open-ended design problems.
Appendix A1. Problem statements provided to the students

Low-Skill Snow Transporter Problem

Today skis and snowboards are widely used as personal transportation tools on snow. But to be able to use them, a lot of skill and experience are required that a user cannot normally learn within one day. Moreover, skis and snowboards cannot run uphill easily. It would be better if there were other options of personal tools for transportation on snow, which still allowed the user to control direction and braking, but did not require much time to learn how to use.

Design a way for individuals without lots of skill and experience skiing or snowboarding to transport themselves on snow.

Develop solutions for this problem and select a final solution at the end. You can take as long as you need but spend a minimum of 1 hour to complete this task. If you need any resources, please let me know.

One-Hand Opener for Lidded Food Containers Problem

The local rehabilitation center helps to treat thousands of stroke patients each year. Many individuals who have had a stroke are unable to perform bilateral tasks, meaning they have limited or no use of one upper extremity (arm/shoulder). A common issue the hospital has observed with their stroke patients is in their ability to open jars and other lidded food containers. The ability to open lidded food containers is particularly important for patients who are living on their own, in which case they often don’t have help around for even basic tasks. A solution to helping them open lidded food containers with one hand would go a long way in helping the patients to maintain their independence.

Design a way for individuals who have limited or no use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container with one hand.

Develop solutions for this problem and select a final solution at the end. You can take as long as you need but spend a minimum of 1 hour to complete this task. If you need any resources, please let me know.
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Chapter 3: Start with Solutions or Problems? Design Processes in Academia and Industry

3.1 Abstract

Sharing design outcomes between academia and industry links the latest research to product development and innovation. As academia and industry have different constraints due to their environmental contexts, their design processes likely differ. To investigate these processes, we focus on exploring front-end design processes for academic and industry designers developing medical devices in a qualitative study. Our findings show that industry engineers describe the design process sequence as “problem definition, solution exploration, detail design, evaluation, and communication.” Academic engineers, in contrast, describe their process as beginning with solution methods, then searching for problems and evaluating the compatibility between problems and solution methods (the “solution mapping process,” and finally communicating their findings through publications. Understanding their differing processes can facilitate knowledge sharing and promote collaboration between academia and industry.

3.2 Introduction

Innovation in engineering design may be facilitated by collaborations between industry and academics (Gelijns & Their, 2002). Academic connections with industry may maximize the potential to develop innovative ideas and methods for commercial products (National Science Foundation, 2010). Universities have been an important source of creating new knowledge and contributing to economic growth as they support industrial innovation (Aghion, Dewatripont, & Stein 2008; Gibbons & Johnston, 1974; Nelson, 1986). Recently, there has been an increasing call for companies to outsource early-stage design innovations to start-ups and academic labs (Gura, 2015). However, there is a mismatch between technologies developed in academic labs and commercialization in industry (Huang-Saad, Fay, & Sheridan 2016). To facilitate collaboration, the cultural gap between industry and academia needs to be bridged to better understand each
other’s needs (Berman, 2008). Much of the literature on research links between academia and industry has concentrated on research commercialization, technology transfer, patents, and publication rights (Fulop & Couchman, 2006; Kruss, 2006; Lawson, 2013; Meagher & Copeland, 2006); however, there has been little research on design processes in academic versus industrial settings and it is unknown whether these two design organizations – academic and industry labs – follow the same or different design processes. Following a good design process can streamline the development of successful products (Dubberly, 2004), and optimizing design processes improves outcomes (Ottosson, 2001; Soosay & Hyland, 2004). To improve the end products, the processes themselves need continual refinement and redesign (Dubberly, 2004). It is important to understand design practices of academia and industry to maximize collaboration because ideas and technologies that have been successfully transferred from academia to industry have contributed to innovative outcomes (Grimpe & Hussinger, 2013).

As context is a key driver in design decision making, the goal of our work was to investigate differences in design processes based on their organizational context in academia and industry. The focus of our work was to explore front-end design processes, which include problem definition and concept generation (Zhang & Doll, 2001). A gap exists in divergent and convergent design processes at the design stage when the problem and solution are most open and evolving (as is the case in the design front-end) (Dorst & Cross, 2001), as well as the contextual factors that promote convergence and divergence in design processes. Additionally, the front-end of the design process has the largest potential for changes and improvements with the least effort because it focuses on conceptual rather than implemented designs (Cooper, 1993; Verganti, 1997). To investigate front-end design processes in academic and industry settings, we conducted semi-structured interviews of practicing designers in academia and industry. To limit variations in the results that could arise from disciplinary differences, we selected medical device designs.

Understanding front-end design processes of academic and industry practitioners can help to identify areas to further promote collaboration and optimize the strengths of academia and industry. Academic practitioners not only create new knowledge but also engage in translational research to develop technologies for commercialization. Industry often collaborates with academia to leverage new knowledge and technologies developed in academia. Understanding the design processes in these two settings is important for deciding where and when resources should be allocated and how to promote collaboration on design between industry and academia.
3.2.1 The Context of a Design Process

The organizational context of a design environment influences design processes and approaches (Pahl & Beitz, 1991) due to many constraints on decision-making processes, such as project timelines, expertise, and resources (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009; Goncher & Johri, 2015; Jonassen, 2000; Kilgore et al., 2007). Design is a situated and social process affected by its context rather than an isolated or well-defined condition (Bucciarelli 1994). On an organizational level, financial and resource limitations are known to constrain design practices (Bruce, Cooper, & Vazquez, 1999). Conflicts within companies have also been observed to affect design processes, such as a culture of competition among design, engineering and marketing departments (Cooper & Press, 1995) or resistance from senior management based on tradition-bound behaviors (Bruce, Cooper, and Vazquez, 1999). Team conflicts that are poorly managed can damage design outcomes (Greer, & Jehn, 2012) and lead to an increase in uncertainty (Paletz, Chan, & Schunn, 2017).

Better understanding of different organizational contexts provides opportunities to improve design processes (Johns, 2001; Rousseau & Fried, 2001). However, little is known about how context influences design approaches and outcomes. Academia and industry settings place different constraints on design processes and on innovation in design. Academic and industry professionals often have different goals, interests, and timelines that inform their behaviors (Bloedon & Stokes, 1994). These different contexts may both limit and facilitate different design choices and outcomes (Newell & Simon, 1972; Stokes, 2001).

3.2.2 Designing in academic contexts

Practitioners developing medical devices in industry and academic settings engage in design processes frequently as they develop novel device designs to address open-ended, ill-defined problems. Design has been defined as the search for solutions to ambiguous and ill-defined problems with many uncertainties (Cross, 2008; Jonassen, 2000; Visser, 2006). Design by academic practitioners was defined by Goel and Pirolli (1992) articulation of 12 features to describe the characteristics of a design task. For example, engineering designers in academia are bounded by non-negotiable constraints (such as the laws of thermodynamics and biological principles) as well as negotiable ones (such as social dynamics in work environment and political constraints in academia). Engineering designers in academia further demonstrate design
characteristics by approaching problems with no right or wrong answers, only better or worse, and continuing to iterate and receive feedback on their work. A case can be made that much of the work of engineering designers in academia can be classified as aligning with characteristics that define design.

Design processes overlap with other complex processes in which practitioners likely engage. For example, research—a systematic investigation into a subject to increase knowledge (OECD, 2015) and technology transfer—further development and commercialization of scientific findings (Journal of Technology Transfer, n.d.) have some commonalities with design, such as ill-defined problems, better or worse answers instead of right or wrong, iterative feedback loops, and high costs associated with every action. While many engineering designers in academia also engage in research and technology transfer, the focus of this research was design decision making in line with traditional design process activities as outlined by Goel & Pirolli (1992). We posit that applying a design lens to these complex activities contributes to a deeper understanding of decision making in these ill-defined contexts.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Research Questions

The focus of this qualitative study was to investigate design processes in academia and industry sectors in medical device design. Our project addressed the following research questions:

- What similarities and differences exist in front-end design processes in industry and academia?
- What constraints contribute to design processes based on these settings?

3.3.2 Participants

A total of ten academic (A1-A10) and eleven industry engineers (I1-I11) in the field of medical device design participated in this study (Table 6). The engineers were recruited via email explaining the purpose of our research project. Additional engineers were recruited through a snowball sampling approach (Biernacki & Waldorf 1981). Academic engineers were employed in two large Midwestern U.S. universities in positions including graduate student researchers, postdoctoral researchers, research scientists, and professors. Academic engineers had 4 to 20 years (average = 10.75 years) of experience in research and design. Industry engineers were recruited from companies in the Midwest, East Coast and West Coast of the U.S. The engineers worked in
company ranging from small (less than 50 employees), and medium (between 50-249 employees) to large (greater than or equal to 250 employees) sizes. Most of the industry engineers first started working in academia before transitioning into industry, and had an average of 5.5 years of experience in academia and 3.7 years in industry.

**Table 6. Participants’ information for Academic (A) and Industrial (I) Engineers**

(*) indicates engineers with start-up experience while in academia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Highest Education</th>
<th>Size of the institution/company</th>
<th>Years in academia</th>
<th>Years in industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>20*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>9*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.3 Data collection

Data were collected in individual semi-structured interviews with academic and industry engineers. Participation was voluntary and confidential, and no payment was provided. This approach allowed exploring the perceptions and opinions of the engineers and enabled probing for more information (Louise, Barriball, & While, 1994). Probing can be a valuable tool in ensuring reliability of the data because it can allow for clarification of responses (Hutchinson & Wilson, 1992), and elicit complete information (Bailey, 1994; Gordon, 1975). Probing also helps in recalling information for questions involving memory (Smith, 1992).

The interview questions were developed through multiple iterations. Three pilot interviews were conducted to test the interview protocol and ensure clarity of questions, and were not included in the analysis. Open-ended questions suitable for both contexts were developed based on the steps of an engineering design process, and emphasized problem exploration, idea generation, evaluation, iteration, and communication (Table 7). The interview protocol also included questions to identify constraints and goals affecting their processes. To encourage storytelling, our interview protocol asked a participant to give us an example of a specific project that he/she worked on and all the questions probed for details of that specific experience. One interviewer conducted all of the interviews in-person or video call. Interviews were between 30 and 90 minutes, and were audio-recorded for analysis. In qualitative studies, the participant numbers are generally small due to the in-depth interview process (Patton, 2001; Saldaña, 2011). Many design studies have made use of in-depth questioning to explore engineers’ experiences (Björklund, 2013; Crilly, 2015; Daly, Adams, et al., 2012).

Table 7. Main categories and example interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Focus Area</th>
<th>Example question(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>How long have you been working in your field?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Can you tell me about one device you developed and give me an overview of the process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem exploration</td>
<td>From the experience that you just shared, what was the main goal that you started with? What did you envision the final outcome of this project to be?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea generation</td>
<td>How did you come up with the solution to address the question? Did you have any alternative solutions to the problem that you were trying to solve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation and iteration</td>
<td>Did you refine your device to make improvements throughout the process?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How did you know to make those changes?

Final outcome

At the end, how did you know that you were finished?

Critical constraints

Thinking about the project as a whole, what criteria or constraints were important to your device?

Environment/setting

How did the academic university or industry setting affect the choices and approaches?

3.3.4 Data analysis

We transcribed all recorded interviews and used an inductive coding approach (Boyatzis, 1998; Creswell, 2013) to analyze the transcripts. The codes were developed based on emergent patterns established through interpretations of detailed reviews of the raw data to determine themes and allow observations to emerge from the data (Thomas, 2006). During the analysis, identified themes were continuously compared to newly emergent themes and revised throughout the analysis process (Boeije, 2002).

Categories and subsets of inductive codes were developed based on known design processes and constraints; for example, one category was problem definition. An example code was freedom to pursue an idea, indicated by this participant statement:

“I guess the university had the freedom to just go off on a tangent” (Participant A1). Another category was idea generation, and an example code under this category was limited alternatives. This code captured statements indicating that a participant did not consider alternative solutions, such as:

“Let me think about, did we have alternative solutions? I don’t think I came up with something else” (Participant A5).

The final codebook included all of the categories and codes identified, as well as frequency counts for each code by the participant type (industry or academic designer). The following section provides the major themes evident in the interview responses.

3.4 Findings

A key finding from comparing the two sets of responses was that academic and industry engineers had different design processes for problem definition and solution generation. The differences in the design processes in these two contexts are illustrated in Figure 16. Industry engineers’ processes paralleled a “traditional” design process sequence, including problem definition, concept generation, detailed design, evaluation, and communication. Industry
engineers also iterated between problem definition and solution generation to refine their problems and requirements. In the detailed design phase, industry engineers expressed the need to minimize risks of an extended timeline by selecting promising and practical solutions that were also user friendly and manufacturable. Industry engineers stated that they focused on developing marketable products that would satisfy their users and stakeholders.

In contrast, academic engineers began their design process with concept generation, then turned to problem definition, and then to detailed design, evaluation, and communication (see Figure 1). Academic engineers did not consider multiple solutions during concept generation; instead, they described their focus as using existing, set solutions, and searching for problems that the set solutions could solve. If a defined problem could not be addressed with their set solution, they moved on to different problems. Academic engineers stated that they looked for novel problems to solve, and their aim was to demonstrate proof of concept that would lead to scholarly publications.

The constraints and goals described by engineers for their design projects in academia and industry were also different, which led to differing emphases on their final devices. Industry engineers described their goal as developing products that would be profitable and satisfy the requirements of their stakeholders, which led to emphasis on usability and manufacturability. Academic engineers described leveraging their specific, technical expertise to provide solutions to open questions, leading to new knowledge suitable for scientific publication. This led to focusing on demonstrating proof of concept for the feasibility of an idea without emphasis on usability and manufacturability. In the following sections, we elaborate on these findings, and provide interview excerpts as evidence for these themes.
3.4.1 Problem definition and solution generation in industry and academia

Engineers in the two settings differed in their stated goals for their design processes. Industry engineers stated that they were motivated to solve problems that would generate profit.
In contrast, academic engineers said they had the freedom to choose problems without considering profit.

Industry engineers described their design process as starting with a defined problem. Typically, problems were provided for them by higher management or marketing, and their next step was to generate solutions to solve those problems (the standard design process sequence; (Dubberly, 2004)). In contrast, academic engineers started their design process with a preselected solution concept in the form of an existing technology or specific expertise in their field. Next, they looked for open (unsolved) problems that the specified solution might address. As seen in Figure 16, this process flips the first two stages of the design process because the solution is determined prior to identifying the problem.

In addition, industry engineers described iterations on defining the problem and finding a solution based on the capabilities and technologies available at their companies. In contrast, academic engineers described finding problems where they could apply an existing solution. In the concept generation phase, industry engineers searched for multiple, diverse solutions while academic engineers considered few or no alternative solutions, and focused on leveraging their expertise and making minor adjustments to existing solutions. Academic engineers stated they were motivated to answer scientific questions using their specified devices; thus, having their own solution was sufficient, and they did not seek better or alternative solutions (see Table 8).

| Table 8. Comparison of strategies used by engineers in academic and industry setting in the problem definition and concept generation phases. |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Industry** | **Academia** |
| Problem Definition | |
| Identifying problems | Given | Chosen |
| Iterating | Problems and solutions | Finding problems |
| Concept Generation | |
| Generating concepts | Considered multiple, diverse solutions | Considered few or no alternative solutions |
3.4.1.1 Problem definition in industry

Industry engineers reported starting with problems identified by their marketing departments or higher management. These problems were based on known customer needs. The engineers iterated on problem definition and concept generation stages to refine design requirements. For example, one industry engineer stated:

“The business side will [...] go out and then determine there's a customer need... when [you have a condition], right? I'll make a go from that example. The marketing team comes and says, ”Hey, we need to know [someone has a condition]. Here's my customer need”” (Participant I10).

Similar to Participant I10, Participant I5 emphasized the importance of customer needs as her primary focus in defining problems:

“[A] big driver is our customers. If the customer says, ”[...] here's my situation [...] I have this special need,” then we can work with the customer to try to address their needs” (Participant I5).

Industry engineers also indicated that once they were given a problem, marketing and engineering teams collaborated to iterate on problem definitions and potential solutions based on the capabilities and limitations of resources at their companies. The design process did not typically progress linearly in a single cycle from problem definition to concept generation in industry. Participant I10 emphasized this process of understanding the feasibility of a project for their company by iterating on possible solutions and redefining problems with multiple departments within the company:
“Everybody gives input into what they think they can do to achieve this [...] Once marketing understands there is a possibility that this can be done, then what marketing will do is they'll go out again [...] Marketing comes back and says the average customer is going to be your average consumer. A person at home. They don't want a finger prick. They want it done in 5 minutes. They prefer urine or saliva. They want it easy to read. That gets more defined into a customer-needs document” (Participant I10).

Participant I4 repeated this need to iterate on possible solutions and redefine problems in the early stage of design as an important aspect of his process:

“Let's get something that works that we can go and test with our users and find out what's important and then refine, instead of trying to do everything in one shot” (Participant I4).

In their descriptions of iterating on possible solutions and redefining problems, industry engineers emphasized the importance of refining their problems early. This process of defining problems was largely driven by the goal of identifying profitable problems. As one participant stated:

“The marketing team will define that market segment. We could make a billion dollars in ten years...” (Participant I10).

The problem defined by the company needed to fit into known market needs, and be likely to provide financial rewards when the problem is addressed.

3.4.1.2 Problem definition in academia

The design process for academic engineers began with actively seeking problems that they could address with their technical expertise or existing solutions. Academic engineers also reported that they had the flexibility to choose and change problems if a proposed problem could not be addressed with their solutions. As technology experts, academic engineers commonly looked for problems that they could solve through new collaboration opportunities. Participant A2 stated that he was openly looking for problems to address using a specific device as the solution method:
“I just wanted to get some experience in the biology lab and talk to biologists, so I didn't care if it was [a topic] or something else. I just wanted to find basically a good application of [my device] ... so it had a practical use” (Participant A2).

In defining problems to solve, academic engineers often looked for collaboration opportunities through discussions with biologists and clinicians. Academic engineers frequently mentioned that biologists and clinicians knew of “good problems” that could not be addressed with any existing solutions. For example, Participant A4 described the benefit of collaborating with biologists and clinicians in identifying problems:

“[Clinicians or biologists] have this question, and it's very important and [clinicians or biologists] cannot answer it. Based on my experience there are a lot of these kind of questions. But as an engineer, we don't know. [Engineers] don't know [clinicians or biologists] need this kind of tool. So, talking or the discussion between the clinicians is very helpful, or biologists” (Participant A4).

Several academic engineers described flexibility in choosing problems based on their solutions, and mentioned the possibility of choosing to move on to different projects. Academic engineers were not bound by specific problems they needed to solve. For example, one academic participant stated:

“If it didn't work, we weren't going to fiddle around with it [...] We were excited because it was a good fit, but if it didn't fit, we probably wouldn't have worked too much on alternatives. It's a great application, but we weren't that interested in the application” (Participant A1).

Participant A1 was not restricted to solving this one problem. If his technical expertise was not right for the problem, he would not have continued to work on the project. Instead, he planned to move on to a different question that his solution expertise could address. Participant A4 also indicated his freedom to move to different problems depending on his interests. If he did not find interesting problems to address with his solution, he could switch direction and look for new problems in a different domain:
“There's no ending line…. When you start to notice there are not many interesting things...you stop doing it. You start to switch to a new direction” (Participant A4).

This freedom to switch problems was considered a primary factor driving the process of problem definition for academic engineers, and was reported by 8 out of 10 academic engineers. For example, Participant A7 reported:

“*When you are working in university, you can work on anything. Whenever you see a possibility you can go ahead and try it out*” (Participant A7).

The flexibility of defining their own problems allowed academic engineers to switch directions based on their interests, and to look for potential collaboration opportunities based on their own expertise.

### 3.4.1.3 Concept generation in industry

In the concept generation phase, industry engineers searched for multiple solutions that would meet customer requirements and address problems. Industry engineers relied on reading the literature and collaborating with experts to gain knowledge about possible solutions. Instead of a single solution, industry engineers looked for many possible solutions. As one industry participant stated:

“*We had several brainstorming sessions where we thought of several different approaches. This one seemed to work the best, and we pursued it more, but yeah. We had a lot of different ideas, some of them were just not too good.*” (Participant I2).

Participant I2 considered many different technologies before deciding on a final solution concept. Similarly, Participant I1 also considered multiple alternatives that best addressed his needs:

“*You can do it in a magnetic way, you can do it in an optical way, you can do it in an electro kinetic way, or you can do it just by hydrodynamic ways so you just create some configurations, geometry. At the end, what they care is I start from a [blood] sample*” (Participant I1).
In searching for possible solutions, 9 out of 11 engineers in industry mentioned that they generated ideas by reading the academic literature. Industry engineers frequently scanned the literature to find methods that might work to address their needs:

“I did a literature [search] of all the different ways that channels are closed... We went through and said, "Well, that kind of gets what we want." We looked at everything that's available” (Participant I4).

In addition, industry engineers actively collaborated with experts both within their companies and in academia:

“The company has people with different talent: optics, electronics. For that part, I don't need to worry about. Again, when I think about or decide, those people can help me to prepare the prototype in order to test” (Participant I7).

By consulting with other experts, industry engineers were able to think of ideas outside of their own current technical capabilities. When required expertise was not available within their company, they reached out to universities for help. As one participant noted:

“[Company] will also help us to establish connections with [a] university, if we need anything, any help, or if we want to look into any technologies, professors have [...] already developed” (Participant I1).

Since industry engineers reported focusing on coming up with various alternatives to solve their problems, they actively engaged in searching broadly within the literature, and consulted with experts in their companies and academic labs. As a result of following more traditional design processes, industry engineers reported considering a wider range of possible solutions.

3.4.1.4 Concept generation in academia

Academic engineers reported starting with specific solutions or content expertise first, before looking for problems to address. Solution specifics were often narrowly predefined before academic engineers started their projects, which led them to consider few or no alternative solutions. One academic stated:
“We kind of have a hammer almost ready, and then, if a good application comes up that matches this, then we can tweak and do something towards that”

(Participant A1).

For example, a specific expertise such as using a device to sort small particles based on size and affinity would be set as the desired solution. Thus, more specific solutions were considered just within this category. In other cases, academic engineers reported setting exact technical solutions before beginning their search for problems. For example, one reported:

“*We discovered this effect and we asked ourselves well how can they use this now for a biological [application] out there?*” (Participant A3).

Academic engineers typically described their design process as matching their solution with a new problem; as a result, they reduced effort towards searching for different or better solutions. Eight out of 10 academic engineers indicated that they did not consider *any* alternative solutions. Even the other two engineers who said they did consider alternatives did not provide details about alternatives identified. When asked whether they considered alternative solutions, most academic engineers responded that they had a single solution they had developed using their expertise, or that they made minor adjustments to an existing technology to address the problem. A common response was that no alternative solutions were considered:

“*Let me think about, did we have alternative solutions? I don’t think I came up with something else*” (Participant A5).

Participant A5 was satisfied with a single solution because his solution addressed the problem he had identified; so, he did not find it necessary to come up with alternatives. In another case, Participant A10 focused on using an existing technology in his lab, and he made small adjustments to it to fit his new problem:

“I basically just tinkered with the original design. We came up with the [channel dimension change], and we came up with maybe different methods too for the [fabrication] part […] Other than that, we didn’t play around with it too much. We got it to work and that was the most important thing. We just went with that”

(Participant A10).
Participant A10 made minor changes to his existing technology by adjusting the dimensions and fabrication method for his device; but, the core idea stayed the same. When the device was functional and addressed his needs, it was done. The tendency to stay within their expertise and goal of answering scientific questions often resulted in considering one solution. For example, Participant A3 indicated that when he thought of solutions for his project, his mind automatically went to solutions that used his own expertise:

“Whenever I'm thinking about making devices my mind is automatically going to go to things that can be made using laser cutting, soft lithography or possibly micromilling because those are the tools that I have in my lab. Someone who has a background in silicon micro-machining might think of devices and techniques that exploit silicon as the channel material. Your perspective obviously comes from what your background is [...] That definitely limits the type of projects that you do. I won’t say limit because I could go ahead and do a silicon based project for example, but when you're envisioning ideas, your mind always goes to things that it knows already” (Participant A3).

In addition, academic engineers were more concerned about answering problems and making measurements with their devices instead of generating commercial products. As long as the devices they designed were demonstrably capable of addressing the problem, they were satisfactory. Academic engineers were attempting to show that their solution could address a specific problem and felt that finding the best solution was less important; for example, Participant A7 indicated the importance of focusing on a successful solution rather than focusing on optimizing the device:

“If this one works pretty well I probably wouldn’t even bother to try another. Because I mean the ultimate goal is to measure the thing. If I can measure it pretty well in this way, I wouldn’t want to try some other method” (Participant A7).

Participant A7 implied that if a device worked as intended and allowed him to collect sufficient data, he did not have to consider alternative solutions. His emphasis was on developing one solution to adequately solve a problem instead of developing the best solution.
In thinking about solutions, academia engineers relied on their previous experiences, published research in the scientific literature, and influence from lab members. For example, Participant A4 emphasized the importance of reading the literature to help him think of ideas and gain new knowledge:

“The literature reading is very, very important, because the idea, or the solution, doesn't come out of nowhere. It comes out of your experience, your knowledge. So you have to have that base, in order to make innovations. The very first thing is to read. Read intensively, even sometimes the paper doesn't look very relevant. Maybe [it] can spark your ideas” (Participant A4).

This participant described his existing expertise based on past experience and the academic literature as key. Also, the influence of their lab members and collaborators working on similar problems was reported to affect their solutions:

“Maybe I would have come up with a different design if I didn't have these two important discussions with my lab mates” (Participant A7).

In sum, academic engineers minimally explored their solution space, and were influenced by research studies in the literature and lab members who interacted with them about their projects.

3.4.2 Detailed design in industry and academia

In the detailed design phase, designers work on a concept to develop and “flesh out” its potential qualities. Industry engineers emphasized the importance of minimizing the risk of extended timelines by choosing promising solutions; however, academic engineers did not emphasize risks or timelines. In addition, industry engineers focused on usability and manufacturability to develop marketable products and generate profit. However, academic engineers did not emphasize usability or manufacturability because a conceptual solution with demonstrated success was adequate to answer new scientific questions (See Table 9).

Table 9. Comparison of strategies used by industry and academic engineers in the detail design phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Academia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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### Detailed Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimized by</th>
<th>Not addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking risks</td>
<td>select promising solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on usability</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Not an emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on manufacturability</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Not an emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having strict timelines</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Not an emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having competitions</td>
<td>Served as important benchmarks</td>
<td>Not an emphasis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2.1 Detailed design in industry

In the detailed design phase, industry engineers emphasized the importance of creating manufacturable and user-friendly devices. Their products needed to be better than competing devices, and attractive to end users and stakeholders. For example, Participant I4 indicated that she focused on the usability of her device to have an advantage over her competitors’ devices:

“I think that's an area where some of our competitors and a lot of the academic labs have generated some very high quality results, there's a big gap there in terms of getting to something that's usable... We looked at everything that's available and said, ‘How can we do this, that enables our users’” (Participant I4).

In addition, manufacturability and reliability were important considerations to development in industry. For example, Participant I10 indicated the importance of ensuring that when a device left the “proof of concept” stage, it needed to be ready for mass production:

“Once you leave this proof of concept phase, that's when you really start digging into the weeds like all right, I can do this once, now can I make 1,000 of them. Can I make 10,000 of them and can they all work the same... That's really how that process works. Once you show that you can do this on a 10,000 scale, then it's like all right... Now let's make a million of them and have them work, all million.” (Participant I10)
In addition, several industry engineers were concerned about “risky” ideas that would be difficult to achieve and require a long development time:

“You propose a possible solution, and then you characterize that, mostly in terms of risk, resources and reward. Right? How likely is it that this solution that you propose is actually going to work? [...] That's maybe a nice idea but it's just, there's no way it's going to work [...] I've proposed something to my supervisor where [he] said, yeah, that looks like it would provide a lot of reward, but the technical risk is very high, I don't think it's going to work, or it's not going to work easily” (Participant I8).

Industry engineers had the tendency to look for solutions that would be feasible and practical when developing them into products. Time and resource constraints were primary constraints in the detailed design phase. For example, Participant I5 emphasized the need to allocate his time and prioritize his effort in developing a product:

“There's always a time limit. It's really important to assess what's the best use of your time. You might run into something where you say, ‘Oh, that might be cool to try,’ but then, later down the road, you might have some time to pursue it. Or you might just have to say, "Okay, well, I don't have time for that, and it wouldn't be worth pursuing because something else has priority." The biggest issue is usually just time” (Participant I5).

Participant I5 discussed minimizing the risk involved when testing out more ideas would potentially extend his timeline. Though he saw opportunities to pursue an interesting idea, he decided it was not practical because of the time required. Likewise, Participant I2 indicated limited time and company funding as the main constraints in product development:

“The amount of time that we had to explore different options, I feel, was kind of limited because basically, company funding; we are trying to get a product out faster rather than just learn about (devices)” (Participant I2).

Industry engineers also frequently mentioned comparing their devices to their competitors’ products:
“We know what the product needs to do based on what our competitors can do. Is it sensitive enough? What do these other kits do? We need to be that good or better. Is it reproducible? What do these other kits do? We look at what all the competitors do and when we’re better than them, as soon as we hit that goal we stop development in that area and then we’ll be there” (Participant I11).

Industry engineers talked about “benchmarking” their competitors’ devices, and aimed to produce even better devices themselves.

3.4.2.2 Detailed design in academia
Since academic engineers focused on generating new scientific knowledge, there was very little discussion of making their devices user-friendly and easy to manufacture. Four out of 10 engineers acknowledged that manufacturability was lacking in their current work:

“It just requires a lot of training and patience to build the device and it's not easy to get a person that is interested and motivated to follow the procedures of the device because it's so difficult. To them, it would be frustrating if they need to fail ten times before they get the first success” (Participant A9).

Academic engineers described building only a few devices to demonstrate proof of concept. Their devices were often very difficult to manufacture, and required extensive training to fabricate. In addition to manufacturing, usability was not emphasized in the academics’ designs. Four out of 10 academic engineers reported that usability needed improvement before multiple users could handle the device outside of their research lab:

“It would require probably to change the setup a little bit in terms of how easy it was to put together and to assemble. For me, it was easy because I did it almost every day, but it takes some time if you’re a first-time user and things like that” (Participant A10).

Since academic engineers who had developed devices were also their initial users, usability in design was minimized. Their goal was to answer novel research questions rather than delivering a robust device for end users:
“Now, the goal of most of the good studies is not to have a device in the end. The goal is to answer a question that cannot be answered with other tools.” 
(Participant A4).

Academic engineers emphasized the functionality of the devices to answer new research questions, leading them to minimize usability and manufacturability. Financial limitations also played a large role in shaping design approaches:

“My adviser is not a rich guy regarding to the research funding. When I decide my experiment, I couldn't spend [a] single dollar without [a] reason... I always have to make plans before I order the chip and not to waste any single chip for my measurement which was really stressful” (Participant A8).

In addition to research funding, the capabilities of equipment in their labs sometimes limited the academic engineers’ approaches:

“Of course you need to know the capability of the instruments in the clean room. Sometimes you require very small features, sometimes you need multiple layers... and sometimes you need some compatibility with some chemicals. All these you need to consider, otherwise, if you want ... I want a channel here, but it's not feasible to fabricate it. And also you need to consider sometimes even your design, it's achievable, I would say, but it's very, very complicated process” 
(Participant A4).

Academic engineers’ device designs were limited by the capabilities of the equipment available for academic engineers’ use.

3.4.3 Output communication in industry and academia

In the evaluation and communication phases, industry engineers focused on delivering a product with an emphasis on satisfying stakeholders, and academic engineers emphasized presenting proof of concept (See Table 10). Both industry and academic engineers emphasized publishing scientific papers as an important part of communicating their results. However, industry engineers were not required to publish and their publications were used to advertise their products; in contrast, academic engineers perceived publishing scientific papers as their main goal.
Table 10. Comparison of strategies used by industry and academia engineers in the evaluation and communication phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Academia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivering a device</td>
<td>Sellable product</td>
<td>Proof of concept that would lead to publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing a journal paper</td>
<td>Used to advertise their product</td>
<td>End goal of developing a device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with stakeholders and end users of the device</td>
<td>Important emphasis</td>
<td>Not very important</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3.1 Evaluation in industry

The evaluation stage includes finalizing and testing a design. All industry engineers focused on developing tangible products. Industry engineers sought to create products that would be sold to address customers’ needs:

“It needs to be a product for sale. That's our driving force, our goal. We're making a product that's going to be on the market soon.” (Participant I11).

From beginning to the end, industry engineers focused on developing products for sale.

3.4.3.2 Evaluation in academia

Academic engineers emphasized demonstrating “proof of concept” and sharing knowledge about potential applications:

“The milestone is that we treat the product with different drugs so that it can behave differently, and if we can tell the difference using our device, meaning that we can prove this device has a clinical potential, and we’ve done that. So that was a milestone” (Participant A7).

Unlike industry engineers, academic engineers did not emphasize developing marketable products at the end.
3.4.3.3 Communication in industry

Industry engineers focused on reaching out to their end users and stakeholders to validate their devices, and placed less emphasis on scientific publications. Industry engineers ensured that all design requirements were met, and that their customers were satisfied with their products:

“Now you'll have done hundreds of testing for each functional performance to assure that this design produces repeatability and reproducibility, then you take that final design to the customer again and [do] a human factor study. You assess with the panel of customers whether that design that you created... that you're ready to launch [and] really meets all of the requirements that they wanted. [...] to make sure that when you do release this product, that people will pay for it.” (Participant I3).

The majority of industry engineers reported that publishing was not a requirement because it does not necessarily contribute to product development. However, some industry engineers indicated that publishing scientific papers helped them gain publicity for their work:

“Part of it is advertising. People would read your paper and read that oh, you used these kits from this company or this is how these kits work from this company, that's really neat” (Participant I11).

3.4.3.4 Communication in academia

Academic engineers focused on publishing their results in scientific journals, and placed minimal emphasis on stakeholders. The end deliverable for academics was demonstrating that their devices can generate data for publications. Instead of focusing on building devices, they emphasized gaining new knowledge:

“I guess the sign to finish is because, at the end, we publish a paper. We do what we need to and if we finished all the experiments, then we are done. It is more publication driven” (Participant A5).

Likewise, Participant A8 described the goal as submitting a manuscript to publish her work. Once she had sufficient data for her project to wrap up a complete story, it was time to end her project:
“When I almost finished my project, I feel there is not many questions coming in for my specific project. I feel like, ‘Oh, it might be almost like wrapping up with that. Maybe my story is complete enough to tell other people and they can get some like understanding for my project.’ I think that might be my intuition that my project will be almost finish with that… Finally, I send my manuscript and get accepted” (Participant A8).

Obtaining sufficient data for publications was considered an important goal. Academic engineers expressed the importance of solving problems, but placed very little emphasis on how the information and concepts could be transferred to other users. For example:

“This is a research scale and I just try to pinpoint or solve the practical problem in my own known problems. If it happens that... [the] concept is being used in, let’s say hospital or other area, it is not my business” (Participant A5).

This perspective demonstrated that academic engineers placed less emphasis on considering the end users of their publications and devices than did unlike industry engineers.

3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Design processes in academia and industry

Problem exploration includes both divergent processes in identifying alternative problem perspectives and convergent processes in selecting one to pursue to solution (Yilmaz et al., 2014; Studer et al., 2018). While industry engineers followed a typical design process with problem definition followed by a search for multiple solutions, academic engineers reversed this process by searching only for problems to fit their existing solutions. Academic engineers emphasized problem finding rather than solution generation by beginning the ir process with a candidate solution – in the form of a technical device, specific technology or area of expertise – in mind. Then, academic engineers looked for problems that could be addressed using their specific solution. If their expertise could not solve a given problem, they moved on to consider a different problem. The end goal for the academics’ projects was to collect sufficient data to show a solution was adequate, leading to scientific publication. Academic engineers followed a “technology push” model (Di Stefano, Gambardella, and Verona 2012) that leveraged existing technologies and identified problems that could be solved using those technologies. Technology
*push* serves as an important source of innovation because it brings radical changes that are dissimilar from prior inventions (Norman and Verganti 2014). Ullman (1992) suggested that the majority of design projects are driven by a realized problem or market space, and the design process for technology-driven projects may be different (Thomas, Culley, & Dekoninck, 2007). Our findings for the academic engineers display an example of a technology-driven process, and demonstrate that successful design processes do not have to start with the problem definition phase.

The design process in industry closely mirrored the default model of design, following the sequence of problem definition, solution exploration, evaluation and communication (Cross 2008; Pahl and Beitz 1991). Industry engineers began projects with pre-defined problems after studying the market and customer needs. Subsequently, marketing and engineering departments iterated on problem definitions and solution generation to define requirements based on the capabilities of their companies (Dorst and Cross 2001). During the concept generation stage, industry engineers diverged to search for multiple, diverse solution ideas. Also, industry engineers depended heavily on the academic literature to inform them about solutions from the established pool of technologies and methods. In addition, industry engineers collaborated often with other experts within their companies and with academic researchers with content expertise. The differing environments for industry and academic engineers were associated with different design processes.

### 3.5.2 Constraints and goals that influenced design decisions

The key goal described by academic engineers was collecting sufficient data using their solution for scientific publication. Academic engineers employed their designed device to answer scientific questions, and they took a minimalist approach to the design considerations of user-friendliness and manufacturability. Also, the academic engineers felt their environment was unconstrained in exploring the problem space, which may have encouraged them to stay within their solution expertise and search instead for problems. In addition, academic researchers expressed feeling free to stop a project and move on to a different project if needed. These contextual differences for academic engineers influenced their relative lack of explorations for alternative solutions. Past research supports this finding that structure and cultural norms
associated with different design settings can shape problem spaces (Daly, McKilligan, Murphy, & Ostrowski, 2016).

Industry engineers described their focused as developing profitable devices, and described their goals as designing physical products that were user-friendly, manufacturable, and reliable, and that met known customer needs. Industry engineers explored a diverse set of potential solutions for their problems in order to select the best solution. At the same time, industry engineers felt they could not fully explore and test solutions due to strict timelines and resource limitations; consequently, they looked for promising but practical solutions. Time management is one of the most influential constraints in design processes (Goncher & Johri, 2015). In the end, industry engineers chose solutions that would meet all the user requirements for their problems while including features for usability, reliability, and manufacturability to give them an advantage over competitors’ products. With different goals and contextual constraints, the design processes described by academic and industry engineers prioritized different aspects of design.

3.6 Design practice contributions and implications

This paper aligns the discourse between research, technology transfer, and design processes across engineering settings. Academic research labs push the boundaries of current understanding to produce new knowledge. Particularly in medical device development, academic engineers study basic scientific principles and engage in translational research by collaborating across disciplines to identify important clinical applications for devices (Mark et al., 2010). Medical devices may go through a technology transfer process from initial proof of concept to commercialization to market. However, currently, there is a mismatch between the technologies developed in academia and commercialization in industry. Academic universities are responsible for scientific discoveries and development of new technologies, but there are limited approaches to transition these discoveries outside of universities (Huang-Saad, Fay, & Sheridan, 2016). With a better mutual understanding of the constraints and goals of academic and industry engineers, both may become better informed about alternative design processes and can intentionally and strategically change their processes as needed. For example, an academic researcher who wants to commercialize their work may focus on understanding possible stakeholders and develop their device with added usability features.
Additionally, by understanding the strengths and focus areas of design in academic and industry settings, engineers from both sectors can improve communication and collaboration. Knowing the design processes being used in the related sector will help those creating new scientific publications (academic engineers) and those making use of them (academic and industry engineers). In academic design processes, innovation appears to arise from the “technology push,” while in industry’s design processes, new ideas enter through the “market pull” (Di Stefano et al., 2012). Academia generates technology push by developing new solution methods and identifying their qualities and potential applications. At the same time, industry introduces new problems by constantly identifying problems and needs, and searching for promising solution methods. Collaboration can help to overcome the barrier of commercializing work, with industry providing resources and questions to academic research (Lee 2000; Mansfield 1995; Siegel, Waldman, & Link 2003), and industry benefitting from leveraging solutions from academia.

These results also indicate the value of academic publications that consider their industry audience by providing specific information about the transferability of solutions. Information required in technical problem solving is costly to acquire, transfer, and use in a new location (von Hippel, 1994). While academia focuses on publishing new knowledge and demonstrating “proof of concept,” during the research process, scientists often fail, and face many difficulties in building a successful device. Including development information is important and relevant to industry as they attempt to make use of new solutions. Those in industry may not have specific expertise in an area, but may want to apply a new technology shared in the literature. By facilitating information transfer to end users with details on development, new findings may be more readily accessible, and more successfully translated for use.

There is also an opportunity to strengthen the connection between the academic engineers’ goal of proof of concept and industry’s desire to use mature concepts that can be commercialized. It may be risky for industry to translate academic research findings into commercial devices because it would require additional development time. Instead, academic researchers could further identify and define the potential applications, and develop the technology to the point that industry can make use of it for commercialization (Huang-Saad, Fay, & Sheridan, 2016). Contributions made by innovation and new technology are largely
determined by the rate and manner of innovation diffusion to the relevant populations (Hall 2004). Technologies developed in academia may need to be further developed for industry to adopt them. Academic researchers may learn more about how to foster the commercialization of technology by participating in programs such as the National Science Foundation Innovation Corps (Blank, 2011).

Understanding contextual influences on their design processes may help engineers select and use design tools in both academia and industry. For example, academic researchers typically seek out problems that match their solution expertise, and can benefit from the literature focusing on identifying problems and opportunities using existing technologies (Baron 2006), and may benefit from tools aimed at reframing problems (Studer et al., 2016). Industry professionals focus on generating diverse solutions for their problems, and may benefit from implementing proven ideation methods to support creative thinking and problem solving (Altshuller, 1997; Daly, Yilmaz, Christian, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Linsey, 2007).

While other research has shown that many components of design are context independent such as addressing open ended problems, and freedom in possible outcomes (Daly, Adams, et al., 2012; Goel & Pirolli, 1992; Jonassen, 2000; Zimring & Craig, 2001), the present study is the first to show how design processes differ based on the contextual constraints in academic and industry settings. Industry engineers followed a traditional design process starting with a problem and exploring potential solutions, while academic engineers followed a technology push model (Di Stefano, Gambardella, & Verona, 2012) by developing new technologies to solve multiple problems. These findings may transfer to academic engineers in various disciplines who follow similar practices with fixed solutions and matches to problems are explored. In recent years, engineers have developed innovative technologies with multiple applications (e.g. graphene, 3D printing, and shape memory alloy) (Mohd Jani et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2012; Ventola, 2014). Mechanical and materials engineers may seek to leverage various characteristics of these technologies through exploring potential problems to solve. To better support designers with expertise in increasingly specific technologies, further research is needed to understand how designers identify important applications for their technologies.
3.7 Limitations and future work

The findings from this study are drawn from reports of a small number of engineers, as is typical in qualitative studies with interview data. In addition, engineers in one specific field, biomedical devices, served as the sample, and findings in other fields may differ. Further studies outside of this engineering field would help to generalize these findings to other design disciplines. The present study was designed to gain an in-depth understanding of engineers’ experiences within this specific engineering domain (Saldaña 2011). In addition, this study did not explore differences among engineers, such as demographics and time in the field, and other differences among engineers may influence the results. Furthermore, this study relied on semi-structured interviews of self-reported experiences, which can lead to a bias in responses and in omissions of pertinent information. Though the interview question categories were the same, there was some variation in probing questions based on the content discovered in the interviews. Finally, analysis of the interview data was done by a single coder. Further studies with direct observations of design practices would be helpful in validating these findings.

3.8 Conclusion

This study explored differences in design processes between academic and industry engineers in developing medical devices. Two different types of design processes were observed. Industry engineers described their process as identifying problems, seeking out varied solutions, choosing the best of multiple, alternative solutions, and developing concepts into final products. The main goal espoused in industry was to create a device that filled a known commercial need. In contrast, academic engineers described their goal as maximizing leverage from their specific expertise and device technologies. Academic engineers started with their solution method and searched instead for problems, then evaluated the fit between a problem and their solution method, finally producing a “proof of concept” in order to publish their results. The findings from the interviews establish that these design processes are distinctly different for academia and industry. By documenting differences in design processes, this study provides an understanding of how design process differs in these two contexts, providing opportunities for better collaboration between academia and industry and encouraging both to consider their alternative choices in the design process.
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Chapter 4: Cognitive Strategies in Solution Mapping

4.1 Abstract

Typically, design processes are described as starting with an initial problem; however, this does not acknowledge “technology-first” design processes, where designers develop technologies without awareness of problems they can solve; then, designers need a process to identify specific problems that might be solved with their new technologies. We define this type of design process as solution mapping because it represents an opposing process to problem solving. Research studies often address traditional problem-first design processes; thus, limited information is available to guide empirically-based strategies for supporting solution mapping. This study focused on identifying the cognitive strategies used by engineering practitioners who have been successful in solution mapping; that is, developing technologies and later identifying problems they can solve with their technologies. The study involved a qualitative analysis of interview data collected with expert designers recalling their solution mapping experiences. Our findings articulate a collection of cognitive strategies that form multiple pathways for practitioners to use in identifying problems for their technological solutions. In one identified pathway, engineers initially broke down their technologies into key characteristics, identified enabling functions, and aligned them with the potential needs of multiple industry sectors. In another pathway, engineers used multiple perspectives to gain novel functions for their technologies and then engaged with a series of stakeholders from varied industry sectors to identify specific needs. Understanding and developing explicit cognitive strategies in the solution mapping process can support engineers as they “flip” the design process.

4.2 Introduction

Design processes typically start with defining a problem and then diverging to identify possible solutions, called “problem-first” processes (Cross, 2008a; Dubberly, 2004; Eide, Jenison, Northup, & Mickelson, 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French, Gravdahl, & French, 1985).
However, “technology-first” processes have been identified where designers develop solutions and look for problems they address (Thomas, Culley, & Dekoninck, 2007). However, technology-first designers sometimes develop novel technologies, and later work to identify problem applications of it to solve problems, an alternative design process we define as *solution mapping* (see Figure 17). For example, the discovery of graphene (a very thin, strong, and light form of carbon), created a design process with a search for multiple problem applications.

![Figure 17. Comparison of (a) a traditional “problem-first” design process (Cross, 2008) with (b) a *solution mapping* design process showing differences in the first two stages.](image)

Design research has focused on developing strategies to identify solutions in problem-first processes (e.g., Altshuller, 1997; Daly, Yilmaz, Christian, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, & Lutz, 2018; Linsey, Markman, & Wood, 2012), and less empirical evidence is available on how to support solution mapping practices. In contexts where solution mapping occurs, such as problem applications of new technology, engineers are encouraged to make assumptions about potential problem applications of their technologies and then test those assumptions by engaging with potential stakeholders (Huang-Saad, Fay, & Sheridan, 2016; Nnakwe, Cooch, & Huang-Saad, 2018). Strategies for solution mapping often arise in the entrepreneurship space as more engineers develop technologies leading to the formation of startups. However, technology-first design is not just an entrepreneurship activity; in fact, many engineers may engage in solution mapping in varied career contexts.
In this paper, we seek to contribute to our understanding of the solution mapping process by identifying a set of cognitive strategies to support designers in finding problem applications of technologies. Previous studies have demonstrated that empirically-based cognitive strategies can support designers in idea generation (Daly, Yilmaz, et al., 2012; Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, & Lutz, 2018; Lee, Daly, & Vadakumcherry, 2018) because they provide explicit directions for attempting a design process. Often, cognitive strategies for design capture implicit knowledge derived from designers’ experiences (Yilmaz et al., 2016; Schunn, Mcgregor, & Saner, 2005) and have limited accessibility.

Because few prior studies have identified cognitive strategies in solution mapping, this study was designed to investigate cognitive strategies of professional engineers engaged in solution mapping. To identify cognitive strategies used by designers, we conducted semi-structured interviews focusing on uncovering each step in expert practitioners’ solution mapping processes. These informants were identified based on their experience with successfully developing novel technologies and identifying problems their technology could solve. Understanding practitioner behaviors can assist in the development of sharable useful in supporting other engineering designers engaging in technology-first design processes.

4.3 Background

4.4 Design Processes Starting with Solutions

Models of the design process emphasize starting with a realized need and then identifying possible solutions (Cross, 2008a; Dubberly, 2004; Eide et al., 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French et al., 1985); however, in solution mapping, designers often seek to leverage novel technologies as solutions, and must identify problems they can solve using those specific technologies (Thomas et al., 2007). In technological invention, development of a new technology provides opportunities to create new products and serve new markets. Shane (2000) breaks down a technology-first process into three steps: 1) technological invention, 2) opportunity recognition, and 3) approach to exploitation. After identifying a technology, designers recognize opportunities to use the new technology in a new problem application. In the final step of solution mapping, designers exploit an opportunity and pursue commercialization of their technology.
Solution mapping is a valuable process because a new technology can provide opportunities for the creation of innovative products (Norman & Verganti, 2014); however, there are challenges in the solution mapping process. In previous work, we found that during the early phase of technological invention, engineering designers may focus on functional advancement (including improved performance and reduced cost) without identifying applications for their technology (Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, & Seifert, 2018). Even with a very innovative technology, identifying problems it can address is not obvious and no instruction on this process is offered in engineering education; as a consequence, many designers find it challenging to recognize opportunities in the form of unsolved problems (Shane, 2000). Thus, it is imperative to develop ways to support designers in identifying varied uses for their novel technologies en route to commercializing their technologies in the form of innovative products.

4.5 Problem Exploration Strategies

In the typical engineering classroom, designers are presented with a design brief laying out a specified problem to solve; in other settings, designers explore problems and then settle on a definition within one possible perspective (Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels, 1971; Getzels, 1979; Studer, Daly, McKilligan, & Seifert, 2018). In addition, the problem may “co-evolve” during the creation of a solution, resulting in further changes in problem definition (Dorst & Cross, 2001). Among the patterns of change during problem exploration, common approaches include taking a problem defined by someone else (in particular, from existing products) (Cross, 2008b). Another approach is exploring and defining a novel problem through design research such as ethnography (Bucciarelli, 1988; Mohedas, Daly, & Sienko, 2014; Salvador, Bell, & Anderson, 1999). Where making observations and conducting in-depth interviews can help designers uncover needs and new views of the problem. Prior research on problem exploration has focused on this problem-first, divergent process, and identified strategies to generate alternative perspectives on problems (Studer et al., 2018) such as the “five whys” strategy (Bulsuk, 2011).

However, the solution mapping design process requires a new understanding of problem exploration. Since design processes are different for problem-first and solution mapping processes, existing problem finding strategies may not apply within solution mapping where the search for a problem is driven by the existing solution (in the form of new technology). In solution mapping, a gap exists in the literature around available strategies to support problem
exploration within solution mapping. There have been efforts to encourage solution mapping. For example, the NSF I-Corps program was developed. Using a curriculum developed by Steve Blank at Stanford University as its foundation (Blank & Dorf, 2012; Nnakwe et al., 2018), engineers and scientists in the program investigate the commercialization potential of their new technologies. I-Corps participants form teams, engage in 6-8 weeks of training, and complete at least 100 interviews with potential stakeholders who may benefit from their technologies. I-Corps offers business mentors to help build networks and business practices. Customer interviews serve as an opportunity to confirm the team’s assumptions about how identified problems map onto their new technologies (Blank & Dorf, 2012). Through this interview process, participants are encouraged to explore numerous problems across industries and disciplines but little to no guidance is provided on how to navigate the potential problem space.

Little attention has been devoted to research on the solution mapping process, and how designers form initial assumptions about potential problems to match their specific technologies. Cognitive strategies are defined as specific, experience-based guidelines to help designers make good decisions (Riel, 1996), and prior research has shown that cognitive strategies are highly advantageous in design in multiple settings (Brown & Goslar, 1986; Lawson, 1979; Navarro-Prieto, Scaife, & Rogers, 1999). In particular, empirical studies have demonstrated that cognitive strategies used by experienced designers can be identified and developed into explicit design strategies useful to other designers. (Altshuller, 1997; Daly et al., 2012; Hernandez et al., 2013; Lawson, 1979; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018) . Thus, the goal of this research was to identify cognitive strategies used by successful designers in mapping a new technological solutions onto new problem applications.

4.4 Method

4.4.1 Research Questions

The focus of this study was to investigate front-end design processes of technology-driven innovation in engineering design. Our project addressed this research question:

- What cognitive strategies are used to identify applications of novel technologies?
4.4.2 Participants

The study included a total of 19 engineers from varied fields of engineering (see Table 11). Engineers who had developed a novel technology in multiple problem applications were recruited via email. Additional engineers were recruited through snowball sampling among their acquaintances (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981). Many design studies make use of in-depth interviews to gain understanding of engineers’ experiences (Björklund, 2013; Crilly, 2015; S. Daly, McGowan, & Papalambros, 2013; Daly, Adams, & Bodner, 2012; Goldschmidt, 1995). In qualitative studies, the participant numbers are generally small due to the in-depth interview process (Borrego, Douglas, & Amelink, 2009; Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2001; Saldaña, 2011). All participants were selected from companies in California, Arizona, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York and held positions including founders, application managers, and CEOs. Engineers had from 3 to 49 years of experience (average = 20.6 years) and worked in small (less than 50 employees) or large companies (greater than 1000 employees). The participants worked in a wide variety of industry sectors, including energy, biotechnology, aerospace, manufacturing, and materials. Participation was voluntary and confidential, and no payment was provided for participation. Many participants launched companies translating their academic research to commercial applications, and 11 out of 19 participants continued to hold positions in academia as professors or research scientists.

Table 11. Participant information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Years of experience</th>
<th>Company size</th>
<th>Position in academia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Product Specialist</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felipe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.3 Data Collection

Data were collected through semi-structured interviews, which allowed exploring the perceptions and opinions of the engineers and enabled probing questions to gain additional information (Louise, Barriball & While, 1994). Probing is an important tool in ensuring reliability of the data because it can allow for clarification of responses (Hutchinson & Wilson, 1992) and elicit more complete information (Bailey, 1994; Gordon, 1975). Further, probing helps in recalling information for questions that involve memory for past events (Smith, 1992).

The interview questions were focused on discussing the processes involved in their design work on specific products (shown in Table 12). The content of the interview questions was guided by the problem exploration and opportunity recognition literature (Shane, 2000; Studer et al., 2018). Most of the questions focused on how participants developed their technologies and identified problem applications for them. The questions were developed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Electromagnetic wave technology</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Electromagnetic wave technology</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Semiconductor</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raul</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisha</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Biosensor</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
through multiple iterations with two pilot interviews to address their clarity. Pilot tests are important in ensuring there are no flaws, limitations, or other weaknesses within the interview protocol, and to allow researchers to make necessary changes prior to the implementation of the research study (Kvale, 2007; Saldaña, 2011).

**Table 12.** Sample of questions from the beginning, middle, and end of the interview schedule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From the beginning to the end, can you tell me about the process of developing the technology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the beginning to the end, can you tell me about how you came up with an application for your technology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What sources helped you in identifying this application?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What, if any, were other opportunities and applications that you considered for this technology?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For consistency, all interviews were conducted over a 2-month period by one interviewer who was trained in qualitative methods of research. Interviews were conducted on the phone or in-person, lasting 30 to 90 minutes. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis.

4.4.4 Data Analysis

Transcribed interviews were analyzed for emergent themes (Boyatzis, 1998; Creswell, 2013; Saldaña, 2011). The inductive codes were identified as patterns by the first author through interpretations made by iterative, detailed readings of the raw interview transcripts. Emphasis was placed on identifying the strategies common across participants. During the analysis, identified themes were compared with newly emergent themes, and codes were revised throughout the process to present accurate representations (Boeije, 2002). The final codes are shown in Table 13. Using this code list, the transcripts were considered independently by two coders trained in engineering design. The percent of agreement between the two coders was over 90%, greater than the 70% level typically acceptable for inter-rater reliability (Osborne, 2008). The coders discussed all discrepancies to consensus to complete the coding analysis.
Table 13. List of eight inductive codes identified in transcript analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explores multiple industries</td>
<td>Sought specific industries to implement the technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reframes solution to identify new functions</td>
<td>Used a different way to describe what their product can do, in turn discovering new applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaks down technology into superior</td>
<td>Identified superior characteristics of the technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describes technology with enabling functions</td>
<td>Described what the technology can do in action verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compares technology to existing technologies</td>
<td>Compared their technology to existing technologies and competitors to find application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes speech depending on audience</td>
<td>Based on types of customers, they had to change or reframe how they describe their technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses different or multiple functions</td>
<td>Emphasized different functions or multiple functions to match technology with industry sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritizes/sorts viable industry sectors</td>
<td>After identifying multiple potential applications, prioritized industry sectors and specific applications to pursue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Results

Using the coding analysis results, we identified three different pathways evident in the solution mapping processes observed. Some participants took more than one pathway in their extended process of identifying applications of their technologies. Following a *Function Pathway* (Figure 18), 18 out of 19 participants first developed their descriptions of the characteristics or functions enabled by their new technology. Their strategies were captured in two themes: *break down their technology into key characteristics* and/or *describe the technology with action verbs*. In a second *Reframing Pathway* (Figure 18), 3 out of 19 participants changed their description of the new technology when they *reframed their technology functions* using different perspectives. Two out of 19 participants followed an *Analogy Pathway* (Figure 18) by comparing their new technology with existing, similar technologies to find applications. Later in all pathways, participants describe a common process of identifying multiple industry sectors by
aligning characteristics of their technologies with possible needs in the industries. Then, participants engaged with individual stakeholders in these prioritized industry sectors, and varied how they described their technologies for each type of stakeholder in order to aid identifying connections to specific industry applications. The three pathways represent specified patterns of actions as cognitive strategies applied during the solution mapping process. We summarize these findings in Figure 18 and discuss them in the following subsections.
Engineers identified key characteristics of the technology, described enabling functions, matched industry sectors, and talked with specific stakeholders within those industries to find applications.

**Figure 18.** The process of matching a technology to applications and cognitive strategies used in each stage. Engineers identified key characteristics of the technology, described enabling functions, matched industry sectors, and talked with specific stakeholders.
4.5.1 Functional Pathway

4.5.1.1 Engineering identified key characteristics of their technologies

Before identifying problem applications of technologies, designers broke down their technologies into key characteristics in layman’s terms. Designers communicated the key characteristics of their technologies without using technical jargon. In addition, engineers emphasized the superior characteristics of their technologies compared to other technologies. For example, Victoria described her company’s 3D printing technology as achieving a higher strength compared to existing 3D printing technologies:

“...(A traditional 3D printer has) good strength in the X-Y direction, and very low strength in the Z direction, so a lot of parts fail very quickly. And so with using this...technology, we're able to, with some materials, match injection molding strength.” (Victoria)

Similarly, Adam emphasized characteristics of his battery technology compared to his competitors’:

“It was, how could we develop technology that was superior to our competitors so that we could stay in the market place?... The strength of our technology... We were focused on ... fuel cells. We used the basic ceramic know-how, initially, on how to make them small.” (Adam)

By emphasizing their technology’s superior functions, engineers sought to identify problem applications where their new technology provided needed advantages.

4.5.1.2 Engineering designers identified enabling functions using action verbs from key characteristics

After describing key characteristics of technologies, designers used action verbs to describe enabling functions of their technologies. For example, Eric described one of the characteristics of his technology as a porous material. Because of the porosity, his technology allowed him to collect and retain liquid specimen:
“Because it's a porous material...in fact we were able to collect the specimen and completely dissolve the hydrogel, and recover 95% of the specimen.” (Eric)

Similarly, Kevin emphasized what his technology can do based on its characteristics:

“The particles are electrically conductive, thermally conductive... if I put them in a plastic, they can create what are called barrier properties.” (Kevin)

4.5.1.3 Engineering designers emphasized different characteristics of their technologies and sometimes multiple characteristics at the same time in order to find problem applications.

Many technologies had multiple unique, different characteristics. Engineers focused on different characteristics to consider multiple problem applications of their technologies. For example, Kevin developed a new material that is thin, large, light weight, and stiff. By focusing on the thin and large characteristics, he searched for problem applications in water filtration. At the same time, by leveraging stiff and lightweight characteristics, he looked for automotive problem applications of his material:

“I described the (material) and said that they're very thin and very large. So we investigated a method to cause them to be produced with fixed spaces between them... If it was the right size and I used very, very small marble, nothing would get through except the water... I've mentioned the energy storage area. The vehicle area, the wind area, and so forth. There you're talking about you want to make structures that are very stiff and very lightweight and then be able to have these other properties in them as well. For example, in a vehicle, you like to have very thermally conductive materials in some applications under the hood. You'd like to have lightweight materials that perform structurally and they absorb the impact and so forth in the body.” (Kevin)

Designers often combined multiple characteristics of their technologies to identify applications. For example, Eric leveraged both density and insulation characteristics to look for applications that require bullet-proof, high insulation applications such an army vehicle:

“It was a bullet proof material, again, because of the density of the material. It's a very good insulation material, so that insulation is known, but it was also very
light material that we can wear, so you can do armor protection. So we started to
discuss with some of the companies making those products, either the clothing,
wearable system, but we talked also with one of the largest companies making at
that time the Humvee vehicle for the army, where they needed to do the insulation,
for example, in the door of the vehicle.” (Eric)

By combining multiple characteristics of their technologies, engineers looked for
problem applications that could take the most advantage of their technologies’ functions.

4.5.2 Reframing Pathway

4.5.2.1 Engineering designers reframed their technology functions by looking at the technology
from different perspectives to identify different potential uses.

In addition to understanding the enabling functions based on key characteristics of their
technologies, designers identified new functions for their technologies by reframing them using
alternative perspectives to better understand their capabilities. For example, James initially
developed a laser welding technology that later became laser cladding, or laser 3D printing
technology.

“Technology is what do you call … laser welding of titanium… but instead of
welding, joining two materials, you are putting powder and melting it with laser
to create a shape. That's laser cladding. That's how I got started.” (James)

By shifting his perspective from laser welding (focused on joining two materials
together) to laser cladding (creating new shapes by melting powder), James created a new
and different function for his technology.

4.5.3 Analogy Pathway

4.5.3.1 Engineering designers compared characteristics and enabling functions of their
technologies with competitors’ technologies to identify applications.

After understanding the key characteristics and enabling functions of their technologies,
some engineers looked toward competitors’ technologies and their applications. Adam identified
potential applications of his own technology:

“We had a competitor who was very successful in adjacent market space…They
put them into (a list of) applications. They worked fine, except, when they didn’t
work fine. Then they had problems. We would meet with, talk to various people who had purchased these and deployed them, and learned what challenges they’d run into. Then, mentally, we would have our own personal mental list as to whether or not we could overcome the shortcomings. If we could, then we knew that customer liked the idea of a fuel driven solution, fuel cell, and that the customer was okay with something at that price point. We knew they ultimately had a special application where other things wouldn’t work. We knew if we could provide a slightly differentiated solution, that solves their existing problems, they would most likely be willing to adopt.” (Adam)

By understanding different uses of the competitors’ technologies, engineers identified different uses for their own technologies.

4.5.4 Common Path

4.5.4.1 Engineering designers aligned characteristics/functions of the technology with possible needs of industries.

Engineers aligned their technologies’ capabilities with possible needs of industries. For example, Carl developed an autonomous drone that can take images to collect data. He was looking for industry sectors that require data that his drone can collect:

“Honestly we just brainstormed and threw a bunch of stuff on the board and were like where is it hard to get a camera that you want data? I think at the time a bridge had fallen down, and we were talking about infrastructure, and maybe these bridges would fall down less if they had better data to analyze, but it's hard to get those pictures.” (Carl)

By aligning the characteristics and functions of his technology and possible needs of various industry sectors, Carl identified the infrastructure industry as a possible area to find applications for his autonomous drone.

4.5.4.2 Engineering designers prioritized and filtered industry sectors as possible uses of their technology.

Before identifying specific applications of their technologies, engineers identified broad industry sectors that can potentially benefit from their technologies, and then filtered to remove
candidates and prioritized sectors that appeared to be good matches to their technologies. For example, Carl developed an autonomous drone but did not have a clear application. He considered many different industry sectors:

“We were a solution looking for a problem, so we started the company. Well, the very first pitch we ever gave when we went to San Francisco and pitched to that alumni. The very first pitch we gave, we said we’re gonna build military and we’re gonna build industrial inspection, and we’re gonna build a hobby grade one. We’re gonna build it across the whole board… Oh yeah. We were looking at cell towers and power and oil and gas and boats and ship yards. And we were looking at traffic monitoring. We were looking at search and rescue applications. We talked to the state police and fire departments and who else? I even spoke a lot to the military through one of the innovation groups… We're looking at other things inside of power. Power distribution, like high voltage transmission lines. We've still considered stuff like Telecom, cell towers and other large structures that you need to fly close to, but so far we're really focused on adding value to the analytics of wind.” (Carl)

Carl was initially searching for broad problems to address with his technology. After searching broad industry sectors, he prioritized the power and energy industries as his main targets, and found an application in using his autonomous drones to support the wind power industry. Many other engineers demonstrated a similar approach. Ian developed an exoskeleton technology and considered all possible industry sectors that might use his technology:

“There's a lot of excitement around the military and industrial applications of exoskeleton technology. You're starting to see a lot of focus developing exos for manufacturing applications. So, we're considering all of it… We're entering this field that's at such an early stage, it's just a huge amount of opportunity. And there's certainly more opportunity than we have time to explore. So, we have to choose very carefully where we decide to spend our energy.” (Ian)
4.5.4.3 Engineering designers identified specific applications within various industries talking to multiple different stakeholders and varying how they describe their technologies.

After identifying promising industry sectors, engineers did a deep dive into specific sectors to look for applications of their technologies. As engineers engaged with various individual stakeholders within multiple industry sectors, they intentionally varied how they spoke about their technology based on different audiences. For example, Diane’s company developed a technology with a wide range of applications but they were focusing on medical applications:

“But you definitely need to change how you speak based on who your audience is. For example, for this cold-calling I was speaking mostly to someone in materials acquisition. So typically they don’t have a technology based background. They probably don’t have too much of a medical based background...So you need to put it in somewhat simpler terms. On the other hand, if you’re talking to doctors you need to give them more of a medical based background. Talk to them more about the diagnoses, talk about reimbursement, talk about the large patient base… If you’re talking to more research customers, you need to talk about the technology specifically what frequency it works it. If it would be beneficial for them, that kind of thing.” (Diane)

Diane had to vary her description of the benefits of using her technology based on different types of stakeholders, such as doctors and researchers.

Similarly, Larry needed to have the ability to explain his technologies to stakeholders from various industries to identify specific applications. Larry developed a 3D printer that can print composite material. He prioritized various sectors and talked with stakeholders within those industries to find a fit:

“Because I print composite material...So, of course, you've got automotive industry, which using a lot more composite material than before. Some cars literally have pretty much all the structural ... I should say non-structural components with composite materials. I mean the frames, you need metal. That's for sure. But they're talking about interior, car casing, even some of the internal
parts that people cannot touch within the hood, composite materials. So the need
of composite materials for automotive can be growing rapidly... Drone industry is
increasing as well. Wind turbines, green energy, same thing. And of course, we've
got medical, which is the prosthetic industry that we're talking about. To be fair
with you, we do not know which one works better than the other. At the
beginning, we talked to all of them... What's the application? I have no idea.
You talk to them and they will tell you. You pretty much tell them the
technology and if it fits with what they care in their mind, they will keep talking
to you. If it doesn't fit anything, they will be polite and keep talking to you for
three to five minutes and get you away. As simple as that.” (Larry)

Engineers started out searching broadly across potential sectors that can use their technologies,
and identified a shorter list of sectors to prioritize. Then, they identified and talked with
individual stakeholders within each of those industries to find specific problem applications.

4.6 Discussion

A successful design process does not always start with a problem. Although many design
processes focus on this typical design process starting with a problem and coming up with a
solution (Cross, 2008a; Dubberly, 2004; Eide et al., 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French et al.,
1985), engineering designers in this study focused instead on using their technologies as
solutions and identifying new problems they can solve. This process is described in the
entrepreneurship literature as “opportunity recognition” (Shane, 2000). In the present study, we
identified specific cognitive strategies used by engineers working with new technologies in a
process of solution mapping, to match technologies to problem applications.

Engineering designers in the study demonstrated a number of cognitive strategies used to
understand and expand their own understanding of the varied capabilities of their new
technologies. The most common strategy observed was identifying the superior characteristics of
their new technology compared to existing technologies, similar to the functional decomposition
strategy documented in idea generation in design (Eck, 2011; Umeda, Ishii, Yoshioka,
Shimomura, & Tomiyama, 1996). However, functional decomposition has previously been used
to identify functional requirements for a problem in order to generate multiple solutions. In this
study, designers instead used functional decomposition of their new technologies to identify novel or superior functions which may match the needs in specific problems.

Designers also combined multiple characteristics or functions of their technologies to identify applications. Prior research has documented combining characteristics or functions during generation of new solutions to a problem (Mohan, Shah, Narsale, & Khorshidi, 2014). In our study, designers instead combined functions of their technologies to understand how to take advantage of multiple functions in order to identify new problems where their solutions are maximally effective.

Another strategy identified was to focus on taking multiple, alternative perspectives towards their technologies in order to consider each of the new technology’s functions and capabilities. Perspective taking allows one to move away from one’s own viewpoint and take on another person’s view (Ackermann, 2012). Perspective taking in solution mapping may support designers in understanding their own technology better by generating different alternative views of its functions, aiding in identifying its applications.

Our study revealed that designers compared their technologies with other existing technologies in order to understand potential applications. In the business and entrepreneurship literature, the comparison of new technologies with existing technologies to identify applications is called a “fast-follower” strategy (Kim, 2012), and engineering designers in our study engaged in similar approaches.

Many engineering designers identified multiple industry sectors that may benefit from using their technologies by aligning (mapping) key characteristics of their technologies with potential needs of various industry sectors. The use of analogy involves creating alignments across instances based on perceptions of similarity between two or more objects (c.f. Day & Gentner, 2007; Keane et al., 1994; Markman & Gentner, 1993; Gregoire, Barr & Shepherd, 2010). In our study, engineering designers were observed to perform a specific type of analogical comparison where they “mapped” or “aligned” the key features of their technologies with needs evidence in specific industry sectors.

Engineering designers did a “deep dive” into each sector to help them identify specific applications of their technologies. This involved learning about the problems within a section by
interviewing and engaging with individual stakeholders. In particular, the designers met with various different types of stakeholders in an industry sector and explained their technology in layman’s terms in order to find connections. By engaging with stakeholders, engineers sought to identify clear needs of their stakeholders, which is a common approach used in human-centered design (Brown, 2009; Kelley & Littman, 2001; Miaskiewicz & Kozar, 2011). Our findings demonstrate that engineering designers are selective in their search for problem applications, and suggest that the solution mapping process is not well understood or supported in their previous training; instead, they viewed their experience as a novel and challenging problem of their own to solve by looking for a ‘match’ between their technology and a problem.

4.7 Limitations

The findings from this study are drawn from a small number of participants’ interviews, limiting generalizability. Qualitative studies focus on in-depth understanding of participants’ experiences to identify meaning (Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2001; Saldaña, 2011). In-depth studies using small sample sizes are common in design research (e.g., Cardoso, Badke-Schaub, & Eris, 2016; Daly, Adams, et al., 2012; Damen & Toh, 2017; Goldschmidt, 1995; Goucher-Lambert, Moss, & Cagan, 2016; Starkey, McKay, Hunter, & Miller, 2016) and provide valuable insights into design processes.

This study identified several cognitive strategies based on a sample of participants across multiple industry sectors. Certainly, additional cognitive strategies may be evident by studying a larger sample size in more domains. A long-term research goal is to develop a collection of such strategies demonstrated in varied design contexts in order to aid divergent thinking during the solution mapping process with new technologies. Future studies can help to identify additional cognitive strategies to support solution mapping.

4.8 Implications

This paper identified cognitive strategies in solution mapping using interviews of experienced engineers. Ideally, these cognitive strategies may be applied by other designers engaged in the process of solution mapping. To support this, design tools may be created for designers following a technology-first design process. Currently, no such tools are available. Other design tools have been demonstrated to support novice and experienced engineers in specific phases of a design process (Daly, Christian, Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Hernandez et al., 2013; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018); therefore, a tool including
the cognitive strategies identified in this study may be helpful to support both novice and experienced engineers as they perform solution mapping.

The results of this study identify a role for engineering education in preparing designers for solution mapping processes. Based on our findings, we anticipate developing design courses or modules that collaborate with technology inventors to identify various different uses of new technologies. We envision a teachable set of strategies translating the observed findings into accessible design tools to support engineering students and practitioners in solution mapping. As demonstrated in this study, design processes do not always start with problems and designers may start with a technology. Lessons on solution mapping can support designers to be equipped with different tools and approaches to design. With these design tools, engineering students and practitioners can learn ways to explore multiple applications of novel technologies, increasing their knowledge of how to perform solution mapping and their confidence in undertaking the process, potentially leading to more innovative products.

4.9 Conclusion

This study explored cognitive strategies in identifying problem applications in a technology-centered design process; in solution mapping, engineers leverage new, novel technologies by searching for problems that ‘match’ their technologies’ advantages. The findings from this qualitative study show that engineering designers break down their technologies into superior characteristics, identify enabling functions, take multiple perspectives to understand alternative functions, and compare their technologies with existing, similar technologies in order to better understand the opportunities provided in their own new technologies. Then, engineers identified broad industry sectors that might leverage their technologies through aligning the characteristics of their technologies with specific needs in various industries. To investigate these matches, engineers engaged with individual stakeholders within those industries to identify specific problems and needs. The observed cognitive strategies may be translated into explicit design tools to support designers in identifying alternative problems for their existing solutions.
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Chapter 5: Cognitive design tool for divergent thinking in solution mapping

5.1 Abstract
Design processes usually start with defining an initial problem and then diverge to generate possible solutions; however, some design processes start with novel technologies and diverge to consider potential problems that these technologies can solve. We define the latter process as “solution mapping,” to capture how engineering designers ‘match’ their novel technologies to existing problems. A recent qualitative study of engineering practitioners identified cognitive strategies evident in successful cases of solution mapping. In this study, we examined the applicability and impact of these solution mapping strategies embedded in a design tool. An empirical study with engineering students showed that tool use resulted in the identification of more diverse problem applications for a technology. The tool appears to help novice designers learn how to engage with the solution mapping process.

5.2 Introduction
In traditional problem-first design processes, engineers identify an initial problem and consider multiple possible solutions to address the problem (Cross, 2008; Dubberly, 2004; Eide, Jenison, Northup, & Mickelson, 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French, Gravdahl, & French, 1985). However, in some design processes, engineers have been known to reverse this process: They develop a novel technology first and then consider multiple problems they can solve with their technology (Baron, 2006; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, & Seifert, 2018; Shane, 2000; Thomas, Culley, & Dekoninck, 2007), a process we call solution mapping. While solution mapping is common in engineering and entrepreneurship (Baron, 2006; Shane, 2000; Thomas et al., 2007), engineering students are often taught only problem-first design processes. Even if solution-first approaches are considered by educators, there are few evidence-based design tools to guide designers in solution mapping processes.
Design researchers have developed a variety of design tools to support engineers throughout a design process (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009). Design researchers utilized multiple approaches in developing design tools, including studying design artifacts (Altshuller, 1997; Camburn et al., 2015; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, & Lutz, 2018), and documenting designers as they work on solving open-ended tasks (Daly, Yilmaz, Christian, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Lauff, Kotys-Schwartz, & Rentschler, 2018). Studies have demonstrated the efficacy of leveraging design tools to aid design practices (Daly, Seifert, Yilmaz, & Gonzalez, 2016; Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018; Lee, Daly, & Vadakumcherry, 2018). However, no studies have examined a design tool for solution mapping.

In a previous study (Lee et al., to be submitted), I identified cognitive strategies through a qualitative study of solution mapping with engineering practitioners who successfully identified problems for their new technologies. Cognitive strategies are specific experience-based guidelines that help designers make good decisions and using cognitive strategies is highly advantageous (Brown & Goslar, 1986; Lawson, 1979; Navarro-Prieto, Scaife, & Rogers, 1999). The present study develops these cognitive strategies for solution mapping as an accessible design tool to support engineers. The tool is then tested through an empirical study of student engineers to determine its effectiveness in supporting solution mapping.

5.3 Background

5.3.1 Design processes starting with solutions

Although design process models typically starting with a problem leading to a solution (Cross, 2008; Dubberly, 2004; Eide et al., 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French et al., 1985), designers sometimes develop a novel technology as a solution and then diverge to consider various problems served by their technology (Baron, 2006; Lee et al., 2018; Shane, 2000; Thomas et al., 2007). For example, the development of 3D printers was a technology-first approach where a novel technology was developed before potential problem applications were identified. Also, microfluidic device technology to precisely control microliter volumes of fluid has been created, and engineers continue to search for applications of this technology (Blow, 2007). Although the technology-first process differs from the typical problem-first process, technology-first designers also follow key principles of design as they map a well-specified
solution onto multiple and diverse alternative problems where there is no right or wrong answer to find better matches (Goel & Pirolli, 1992; Jonassen, 2000; Visser, 2006).

Technology-first design processes seek to exploit new patents or make use of interesting mechanisms (Thomas et al., 2007). In entrepreneurship, technology-first processes are broken down into three key steps: 1) technological invention, 2) opportunity recognition, and 3) approach to exploitation (Grégoire, Barr, & Shepherd, 2009; Shane, 2000). By developing new technologies with unique capabilities, designers create new possibilities to develop novel products, change production processes, and generate new market opportunities. In opportunity recognition, designers identify multiple potential uses for their new technologies to fit markets and stakeholder needs. In a last step, designers exploit an opportunity and pursue commercializing their technologies into products. However, it is often challenging to identify different uses for a technology because recognizing opportunities is not obvious (Shane, 2000). In business cases, studies have demonstrated that there are multiple factors contributing to the opportunity recognition process, including prior knowledge, expertise, and mentorship (Baron, 2006; Shane, 2000; St-Jean & Tremblay, 2011).

Within the design research literature, there are few studies addressing solution mapping as a process. While engineering designers in particular face the need for solution mapping whenever new technology is invented, they are rarely prepared to do so. Engineering education in academic programs does not include specific instruction on solution mapping, and there are few evidence-based guidelines for training. A qualitative study of successful solution mapping experiences identified a set of cognitive strategies. These guidelines may be useful in training novice designers about the solution mapping process. However, no studies have investigated specific design tools to support solution mapping.

### 5.3.2 Development of design tools

Many design tools have been developed using varied approaches to support engineers in various phases of design. Tools have been developed by translating design theories into structured approaches; for example, SCAMPER was developed to promote creative concept generation through structured prompts (Eberle, 1995).

Another approach to developing design tools is to study successful design artifacts. For example, TRIZ was developed by studying patterns in over 40,000 patents to create a set of 40
strategies supporting concept generation (Altshuller, 1997). Similarly, a set of design strategies in microfluidics was developed by extracting patterns in patents (Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018). The principles of DIY prototypes were also developed by analyzing key fabrication principles in prototypes from an open-source database (Camburn et al., 2015).

Design tools have also been developed through empirical studies of designers’ practices. Prototyping tools were developed from observing and interviewing engineering practitioners for an extended period (Lauff et al., 2018). In another study, Design Heuristics were developed by identifying designers’ approaches as they worked through an open-ended problem in a think-aloud protocol (Daly, Yilmaz, et al., 2012). Lee and colleagues (Lee et al., 2019) identified cognitive strategies in solution mapping by interviewing engineering professionals. This approach appears promising for the development of a design tool for solution mapping.

5.3.3 Supporting technology-first design

An educational approach to solution mapping with expert practitioners has been established in the National Science Foundation’s I-Corps program, created to support technology advancements to commercial products (Nnakwe, Cooch, & Huang-Saad, 2018; Robinson, 2012). Engineers and scientists often develop new technologies with improved functions, discover new phenomema from basic science research, or devise a generational advance in existing technologies. To use their inventions, designers need to identify problems their new technology can solve in order to enter the market. I-Corps participants follow a curriculum developed by Steve Blank to investigate different uses and commercialization potential for their technology (Blank & Dorf, 2012). The standard process entails customer discovery to identify potential partners, and meetings with business investors to gain insights about developing a viable product. In the curriculum, participants are required to complete over 100 interviews with potential stakeholders to understand needs that their technology can fill. The interviews serve as a good opportunity to confirm or deny their assumptions about possible uses of their technologies. However, in the I-Corps program, there are few strategies provided to support designers in forming initial assumptions about potential problem applications for their technologies.

To support designers in identifying potential uses of technology, empirical evidence about successful cases were collected in a qualitative study by Lee and colleagues (Lee et al., to
be submitted). Through interviews with engineering designers who developed novel technologies and successfully matched them to problems, a set of cognitive strategies in solution mapping was identified. Cognitive strategies are specific experience-based guidelines identified in practitioners that appear to help make good decisions (Riel, 1996), and using cognitive strategies is highly advantageous in diverse settings (Brown & Goslar, 1986; Lawson, 1979; Navarro-Prieto, Scaife, & Rogers, 1999). These cognitive strategies in approaching design can be developed into explicit design strategies that can be adopted by others (Altshuller, 1997; Daly et al., 2012; Hernandez et al., 2013; Lawson, 1979; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018). The solution mapping strategies identified include methods such as breaking down technologies into key characteristics, identifying enabling functions based on characteristics, searching for multiple industry sectors, and engaging with stakeholders from various industry sectors to identify specific needs (Lee et al., 2019). These strategies have not been validated to support solution mapping; in this study, our research aim was to identify how a solution mapping design tool affects the search for problem applications for a new technology.

5.4 Methods
My project was guided by the following research questions:

1. How does the solution mapping tool affect the quantity of applications?

2. How does the solution mapping tool impact the diversity of applications?

5.4.1 Participants
Participants were 61 3rd year undergraduate, 4th year undergraduate, and graduate students in an engineering program at a large Midwestern University. Students were asked to participate in a single session and received $25 as compensation.

5.4.2 Data Collection
Students were assigned at random to one of the three groups: A) control with no interventions (N = 21), B) intervention with industry sectors (N = 19), and C) intervention with industry sectors and the solution mapping design tool (N = 21).

A graduate student with prior teaching experience conducted the three study sessions on consecutive days. PowerPoint presentations were used to guide the sessions for consistency. In each session, students were asked to work individually to identify varied applications for a new
technology and to generate as many problem applications as possible. The technology chosen for the study was “shape memory alloys” for all three groups, which represents a mechanical engineering technology accessible for undergraduate students. The technology prompt was developed by identifying platform technologies with multiple applications documented in the literature, developing multiple technology prompts, and piloting selected prompts with undergraduate engineering students. The prompt used in the study is shown in Appendix A2.

Students were asked not to consult with other students and not to use any outside resources. Blank sheets were given to students to document their applications, which prompted students to both sketch and describe their applications in words. For all groups, an introduction to solution mapping was discussed for the first 5 minutes and students had the opportunity to ask questions for the next 5 minutes. All groups were instructed to come up with as many applications as possible for the technology in the prompt. The control group followed this procedure for 60 minutes. Intervention 1 group followed the same procedure with the addition of a provided one-page condensed list of industry sectors taken from the North American Industry Classification System (see Appendix A3). Intervention 2 group was given the same industry sectors list and the solution mapping tool (see Appendix A4) with written instructions for use. Students in the Intervention 2 group were instructed to mark an X on their worksheet at 60 minutes in order to record their progress as in other groups; in addition, they were given an additional 10 minutes to compensate for added time needed to learn to use the tool.

5.4.3 Data Analysis

The application sheets were collected and written descriptions were transcribed. The size of the drawings was adjusted to be similar for all applications. An example of a concept sheet is shown in Figure 19. In total, the 61 students generated 561 problem applications across all three conditions, with each participant generating between 3 and 20 applications.
The analysis assessed all the applications generated for quantity and diversity, common assessments of ideation success in design (Daly, Seifert, Yilmaz, & Gonzalez, 2016; Kudrowitz & Wallace, 2013) and in creativity research (Amabile, 1982; Wilson, Guilford, Christensen, & Lewis, 1954). To measure quantity, we counted the total number of applications generated by each participant. For the Intervention Group 2, we assessed quantity of applications after 60 minutes and after 70 minutes (the additional time suggested for learning to use the mapping tool). In establishing idea diversity, we examined variations in industry sectors selected and in the functions of shape memory alloys described across all applications generated by a student. Two independent coders categorized every application, and the percent agreement was 86% for the list of industry sectors and 84% for the list functions, greater than the 70% level typically accepted for inter-rater reliability (Osborne, 2008).

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare the three groups (and the longer session for Intervention Group 2) on the two outcome measures. We used the error rate of alpha = 0.1 and 0.05.

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Analysis of quantity of applications

The average of number of concepts generated is shown in Fig. 20. For quantity of applications, no significant differences emerged among the groups. The Intervention 2 group with extended time generated the most applications (M = 10.57), and the Intervention 1 group the fewest (M = 8.10). However, compared to performance of the control group (M = 8.95), neither the Intervention 1 group with the industry sector list (p = 0.45), the Intervention 2 group with industry sector list and mapping tool (M = 9.52; p = 0.61), nor the Intervention 2 group with extended time (p = 0.18) were significantly different in number of applications generated.

**Figure 20.** The quantity of applications generated by the control group (left) compared to those with the interventions.

5.5.2 Analysis of diversity of applications: Functions

I categorized every application into a target function and quantified the number of unique functions that each participant considered (see Figure 21). There was significant difference between the Control group and the Intervention 2 group (with industry sector list and mapping tool when an extra ten minutes was allotted (p = 0.03; for 60 minutes of work time, the difference was not significant, p = 0.14). No significant difference was observed between Control and Intervention 1 groups (p = 0.12).
Figure 21. Average number of unique shape memory alloy functions considered in applications.

Students generated applications for shape memory alloys with varied functional uses. One student used a shape memory alloy to create a clothes hanger, but did not leverage the unique characteristics of the alloy, coded as “lacking function” (see Figure 22.a). Another student generated an application to use an alloy implant that returns to its original shape based on body temperature. This application can add force to straighten the spine of a patient with scoliosis, coded as “shape support” (Figure 22.b). Noted as “self-repair,” a student generated an application to use an alloy as flexible tripod legs for a camera. The tripod would be able to easily latch onto any surface, allowing for superior camera angles. A button on the tripod would link to a heating element on the legs to straighten the tripod to be moved or unlatched (Figure 22.c). Indicated as “shield,” another student used a shape memory alloy to cover crops in cold weather to prevent unexpected loss from frosts. The shield rolls down when temperatures are high to expose the crops to sunlight (Figure 22.d).
Figure 22. (a) Lacking function: a clothes hanger made of a shape memory alloy. (b) Shape support function: A spinal brace implant made of a shape memory alloy for treating scoliosis. (c) Shield function: A shape memory alloy dome to cover crops in cold temperatures and open in warm temperatures.

5.5.3 Analysis of diversity of applications: Industry sectors

I categorized every application into an industry sector and quantified the number of unique industry sectors that each participant considered (as seen in Figure 23). The control group (M = 6.95; SE = 0.48) and Intervention 1 group (industry sector list; M = 6.79; SE = 0.40) covered fewer industry sectors than the Intervention 2 group (with industry sector list and mapping tool) with either the same (M = 8.00; SE = 0.50) or extended time (M = 8.52, SE = 0.56). This difference between Control and Intervention 2 groups was significant only for the extended time measure (p = 0.04). No significant difference was observed between Control and Intervention 1 groups.
Figure 23. Average number of unique industry sectors considered by each participant.

Students generated a diverse set of industry sector applications for shape memory alloys in the study (for examples, see Figure 24). One student used a shape memory alloy as a switch for circuits with changing temperatures. However, since the student did not indicate where the switch will be used, we coded this as “unspecified” industry (Figure 24.a). Another student generated an application to use a shape memory alloy as a pipe for oil extraction that will close shut in case of accidents, coded as “oil and gas” industry (Figure 24.b). A student proposed using a shape memory alloy as reusable wires for a chicken coup, coded as “agriculture and forestry support” (Figure 24.c). Noted as “storage equipment,” a student thought of using a shape memory alloy to create durable crates for shipping that can be compressed for easy storage (Figure 24.d).
Figure 24. (a) Unspecified – a switch for circuit. (b) Oil and gas – a pipe made of a shape memory alloy that can close in case of fire. (c) Agriculture and forestry support – reusable chicken coup wires. (d) Storage equipment – crates for shipping and storage.

5.6 Discussion

The solution mapping tool was shown to support divergent thinking in generating problem applications of a novel technology. Given an industry sector list and the solution mapping tool, students were able to break down the technology into key characteristics and enabling functions, and generated applications with more varied functions and industry sectors. The findings are compromised by the problem of adding time to compensate for the provided tools. Those given only the industry sector lists likely took time from their solution mapping process to review the list; as a result, they generated fewer applications. Similarly, the intervention including the sector list and the solution mapping tool required additional time to understand these supports; when given ten minutes of extra time, performance in this group was the best across the measures. Prior research documents the benefits of using design tools to support divergent thinking during concept generation, and demonstrates that design tools may
increase creativity, diversity, and quantity of concepts considered (Daly et al., 2016; Hernandez et al., 2013; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018; Lee, Daly, & Vadakumcherry, 2018). This study was the first to examine the effectiveness of a design tool for solution mapping, and the results support the conclusion that this new form of design aid is also effective.

We also found that providing information without scaffolding the design process may not be beneficial. In this case, we provided a list of industry sectors and asked our participants to identify different uses of a technology in multiple industry sectors. However, participants did not generate more diverse applications with the list of industry sectors alone. When participants were given a list of industry sectors and the solution mapping design tool that provided cognitive scaffolding of identifying applications of a technology, participants considered more diverse uses of a technology. While previous research has demonstrated the benefits of using cognitive strategies in supporting design practices (Altshuller, 1997; Daly et al., 2012; Hernandez et al., 2013; Lawson, 1979; Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, Seifert, et al., 2018), our study documents the efficacy of leveraging cognitive strategies to aid solution mapping.

We did not observe differences in the quantity of applications generated across the groups. One explanation is that participants using the solution mapping design tool simply require additional time to learn to use the design tool. The group provided with only an industry sector list produced fewer applications than any other group; so, the added time to learn about provided tools may result in less time to work on the design problem. Even so, the engineering students in the study were able to generate applications for a novel technology with minimal instruction even though it was the first time they had encountered the solution mapping process. This suggests students are able to understand the solution mapping process, and can consider potential problem applications without in-depth knowledge of the technology. Of course, more expertise may improve performance on the task.

5.7 Limitations

This study examined engineering students from a single large institution in the U.S., and findings in other educational settings may vary. Also, my study tested the usefulness of the solution mapping tool using one technology. I will need to test the solution mapping design tool with multiple technologies to determine how the type of solution impacts the mapping process. In addition, other findings may be uncovered if a larger sample size is collected.
In this study, students were asked to work individually to generate applications of a technology in a single session without use of outside resources. These circumstances are not reflective of practitioners’ experiences with solution mapping for their own technologies. Practitioners spend extended periods of time to identify applications of their technologies, and often have opportunities to work in teams who can support them in solution mapping. Also, practitioners frequently engage with stakeholders to gain feedback throughout their design processes. Additional studies are needed to examine how the solution mapping design tool can support designers in practice.

5.8 Implications

These results have implications in engineering practice and education. When engineering practitioners search for applications of their technologies, current methods may not be sufficient. Engineers can benefit from explicit instructions providing guidance in solution mapping. By using the cognitive design tool in this study, practitioners may be able to come up with a more diverse set of applications to consider for their technologies.

Current engineering education curricula do not include solution mapping processes. Previous studies of entrepreneurs (Shane, 2000) and engineers (Lee et al., 2019) have demonstrated that novel technologies are invented without clear problem applications in mind. Design curricula emphasize “problem-first” design processes that encourage problem definition before diverging to consider potential solutions. The strategies for solution mapping capture in the tool may be useful in creating a lesson or learning module to teach technology-first design processes.

5.9 Conclusions

Design processes often start with a specific technology and diverge to consider problems it can solve, an alternative design process we call solution mapping. No tools have previously been available and empirically validated as supporting designers in solution mapping. The solution mapping tool developed through interviewing engineering practitioners was successful in helping students generate a more diverse set of applications for a given technology. This study demonstrates the usefulness of the solution mapping design tool in a controlled experiment with student engineers. The findings show that the tool is effective in leading students to consider diverse alternative applications of a technology. Because solution mapping is a design process
beginning with a solution instead of a problem, support of its stages through the use of a design tool may be especially important.
Appendix A2. Problem statement

Shape Memory Alloy

A shape-memory alloy is an alloy that remembers its original shape. When it is deformed, it can return to its pre-deformed shape when heated. The transformation temperature can be adjusted to be between -100°C to 200°C through changing the alloy composition. The two main types of shape-memory alloys are copper-aluminum-nickel and nickel-titanium. These compositions can be manufactured to almost any shape and size. The yield strength of shape-memory alloys is lower than that of conventional steel, but some compositions have a higher yield strength than plastic or aluminum.

Identify potential applications of shape memory alloys.

Please spend 1 hour to complete this task.
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Appendix A4. Solution mapping design tool

For each characteristic, list what the characteristic enables you to do, come up with different types/places of potential use, and list applications.

Figure 25. Solution mapping design tool for students
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Chapter 6 Discussion: Contributions, implications and future work

6.1. Overview

Across my research, I have focused on divergent thinking in design. Within concept generation, I studied novice engineers’ divergent thinking approaches as impacted by a learning intervention: by providing explicit scaffolding, I demonstrated that novice engineers may shift their concept generation behaviors to be more aligned with documented best practices. Within solution mapping, I defined a new form of the design process specific to invented technology: How does design happen when the solution and not the problem is specified in the first stage? I investigated this form of divergent thinking through semi-structured interviews and identified specific cognitive strategies. These strategies were then developed as a solution mapping design tool, and tested and validated to support divergent thinking for novice engineers. In this chapter, I discuss the intersections of my studies and synthesize overall conclusions.

6.2 Discussion

6.2.1 Successful design processes can start with a problem or a solution

Following a sound design process is crucial in developing an innovative product. My studies document design processes with multiple pathways to achieve successful outcomes. I have documented two different design process models in Chapters 3 and 4: 1) problem-first and 2) technology-first. The problem-first design process models follow the sequence of defining the problem, generating potential solutions, evaluating the solutions, and communicating the outcomes, consistent with design process models presented commonly in the literature (Cross, 2008; Dubberly, 2004; Eide, Jenison, Northup, & Mickelson, 2011; Ertas & Jones, 1996; French, Gravdahl, & French, 1985). My contribution lies in pushing against the traditional design process model and identifying an alternative pathway that starts with a solution. These technology-first design processes reverse the “traditional” design process sequence (Lee, Daly, Huang-Saad, & Seifert, 2018; Thomas, Culley, & Dekoninck, 2007). Engineers can develop new, novel technologies without having clear problems to address, defined as solution mapping in this
dissertation. Although previous research in business has documented the overall process of technology-first entrepreneurship, I articulated a more detailed process of how designers leverage new technologies to recognize opportunities. In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that academic designers often followed a “technology-first” design model and searched for applications of their technologies. Furthermore, engineering designers at successful companies that have commercial products or have received venture capital funding also followed a “technology-first” design process model. In particular, in Chapter 4, I demonstrated that designers from a wide variety of engineering fields -- including biotechnology, robotics, aerospace, and manufacturing -- developed technologies before identifying problems, indicating that “technology-first” processes may not be unique to one discipline or field.

The importance of understanding multiple design pathways is that engineering designers can select and optimize design tools to help them reach their end goals. Designers can be reflective about their design approaches to ensure that they are leveraging various tools appropriate for their design contexts.

6.2.2 Design is driven by context in industry, academia, or start-up

Across my studies in Chapters 3 and 4, I learned that independently of discipline, design processes are driven by their placement in industry, academia, or start-up companies. Although all engineers in Chapter 3 had similar expertise in microfluidics, engineers working in large companies followed a “problem-first” approach, while engineers working in academic labs approached design processes with “technology-first” models. Engineers working in large companies were often given problems to solve by management or marketing, where teams of researchers identified profitable market opportunities. After identifying these opportunities, engineers were asked to come up with solutions to address these problems, and were minimally involved in the initial problem definition phase. Regardless of their expertise, engineers in large companies searched for multiple potential solutions that could address the problems. On the other hand, engineers in academia were not provided with problems to solve. Instead, they used their core technologies and searched for problems, following a “technology-first” model. Often, engineers in academia were working alone or in small teams, which may have limited their ability to broadly search for problems and diversify their potential solutions.
In Chapter 4, I also found that engineers in many start-up companies also followed “technology-first” design processes. Engineers in startup companies indicated that they had to “wear many hats” due to limited resources and personnel. For example, an engineer in a small company was developing the technology, identifying problems to solve, and running the administration duties of his company. Also, startup companies relied on federal and private investments before commercializing their technologies to make a profit. Engineers from startup companies indicated that at times, they ran out of money during the technology development and had to reach out to investors to obtain additional funds. Because of these financial and resource constraints, engineers prioritized leveraging their technologies to solve problems that would lead them to a commercially viable product as soon as possible. Similarly, research has shown that the context of a design process influences designers approaches and decision-making due to constraints that impact design (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009; Goncher & Johri, 2015; Jonassen, 2000; Kilgore, Atman, Yasuhara, Barker, & Morozov, 2007); particularly, financial resource limitations have been demonstrated to constrain design practices (Bruce, Cooper, & Vazquez, 1999).

Better understanding of different contextual factors impacting design can provide opportunities to improve design processes. Engineers may benefit from awareness of their approaches in different settings to understand limitations, and potential opportunities. By increasing awareness, engineers can better manage design processes to achieve success.

6.2.3 Human-centered design and technology-centered design

While prior research has highlighted tensions between human-centered and technology-centered design approaches (Krippendorff, 2005), in my research, engineers engaged in solution mapping combined principles of both technology and human-centered design. They heavily emphasized developing novel technologies; at the same time, they practiced important principles of human-centered design such as engaging with stakeholders and interviewing potential users. Often, human-centered and technology-centered approaches are addressed separately in research. Human-centered design emphasizes meeting the needs of all stakeholders in product development and end usage (Krippendorff, 2005). Human-centered designers often conduct ethnographic studies and connect with users to empathize and understand their true needs (Kelley & Littman, 2001). In contrast, technology-centered design is often defined as a design
process that focuses on the technology development that lacks an understanding of the users’ needs (Krippendorff, 2005; Hoffman et al., 2002).

Successful innovations connect technology-centered and human-centered design. New technology development can lead to creating market opportunities, new design processes, and innovative ways of addressing problems. New technologies must be implemented with an understanding of the stakeholders’ needs. Engineers should not emphasize technology or human-centered design as their primary approach; rather, engineers should leverage principles from both design models to aid their design processes.

6.2.4 Factors affecting designers in divergent thinking

Previously, few studies have documented the contextual drivers that influence engagement in divergent thinking within engineers’ design approaches. In my research, I articulated specific factors across both solution mapping and concept generation processes that facilitated or hindered divergent thinking. Engineers engaged in solution mapping (studies in Chapters 3 and 4) were affected by previous experiences and prior knowledge. For example, one designer who developed a new material with multiple uses had a background in medical device development. Although he identified an application of his material in developing a consumer product, he did not pursue this application because he did not have expertise in consumer product development. Instead, he searched for an application to use his material to develop medical devices. Engineers sometimes eliminated possible opportunities to use their novel technologies because they often limited themselves to diverge only within their expertise. Research has documented various factors affecting solution mapping, such as expertise, networking, and prior experience (Arentz, Sautet, & Storr, 2013; Baron, 2006; Ma, Huang, & Shenkar, 2011). My research confirms that engineers engaged in solution mapping may be hindered by expertise and prior experience.

Mechanical engineers performing concept generation were also affected by prior knowledge and relied too often on existing solutions. Engineers eliminated concepts outside of their expertise and limited their divergence; for example, novice designers indicated that they would not consider concepts if they had limited understanding of those concepts. Also, engineers searched for existing concepts and borrowed features of similar solutions that were familiar. Novice engineers relied on their prior knowledge from previous projects or searched for similar concepts
online instead of generating unique, diverse concepts. Literature has documented challenges in concept generation from fixation on existing concepts and limited divergence (Cross, 2001; Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996). In addition to documenting similar fixation behaviors, my research added to this literature by capturing some causes of fixation, such as generating false design requirements that restrict the diversity of concepts and limiting risk tasking by focusing on concepts that have been demonstrated to work.

Understanding clear factors affecting divergent thinking is important because design is a situated and social process affected by its context (Bucciarelli, 1994); design contexts may both limit and facilitate design choices (Newell & Simon, 1972; Stokes, 2001). Engineers should be guided in understanding the effects of contextual factors to ensure that they are maximizing their use of successful design strategies.

6.2.5 Supporting divergent thinking in concept generation and solution mapping

My dissertation contributes to the development and testing of design tools in concept generation and solution mapping for the support of engineers as they diverge in their design processes. The concept generation tool in Chapter 2 was a combination of best practices documented in the literature; similarly, the new solution mapping tool was derived from empirically-based findings from practitioners’ approaches.

In concept generation, few studies have examined approaches of upper level students who will soon be engineering practitioners. Previous concept generation studies have aimed to study specific behaviors; for example, many concept generation studies examined the effects of fixation and interventions to mitigate it (Crilly, 2015; Jansson & Smith, 1991; Linsey et al., 2010). Other studies looked at the effects of best practices in supporting concept generation (Daly, Yilmaz, Christian, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2012; Hernandez, Schmidt, & Okudan, 2013; Linsey, Markman, & Wood, 2012). My dissertation examined how upper level students employed best practices in their concept generation, development, and selection processes, and the impact of an online learning intervention (umich.catalog.instructure.com/browse/csed/) in supporting advanced design approaches. By using a think-aloud protocol method, I captured specific changes in students’ behaviors during their design tasks. By providing a learning intervention, students learned these best practices to help them succeed in their design tasks.
My dissertation work has also led to the development of an evidence-based cognitive design tool that supports divergent thinking in solution mapping. Engineers engaged in solution mapping lack clear cognitive strategies to aid them in identifying applications of their technologies. Previous literature has recommended that designers stay alert, be open to opportunities, recognize patterns, and find mentors to help them identify opportunities (Arentz et al., 2013; Baron, 2006; St-Jean & Tremblay, 2011). However, these are not strategies that individual engineers can easily use. Other educational methods such as the National Science Foundation’s I-Corps program can support solution mapping processes (Nnakwe, Cooch, & Huang-Saad, 2018; Robinson, 2012). The I-Corps participants are immersed in a 4-6 week training program and complete many interviews with potential stakeholders to understand potential uses for their technology. However, the I-Corps program is not accessible to everyone, and additional scaffolding is needed to support solution mapping. The solution mapping tool developed from my dissertation supports divergent thinking, and led students to considering more diverse possibilities (Chapter 5).

My dissertation has led to the first empirically-based design tool for solution mapping that is accessible and easy to use with minimal instruction. Design educators need only to spend about 10 minutes on instruction about using the solution mapping tool. In addition, the learning intervention to support concept generation takes approximately 6 hours to complete, and has direct benefits in helping students to adopt documented best practices.

6.3 Implications

6.3.1 Scaffolding front-end design

The findings from my dissertation suggest that design instructors should provide explicit instruction on concept generation and solution mapping to allow engineers to aim for specific goals within these phases. Breaking down design phases to provide support early, particularly in the front-end phases, can support engineers in achieving overall success because decisions made at the front-end of design has been demonstrated to set a trajectory for the rest of the design process (Pahl & Beitz, 1991).

In concept generation, designers are encouraged to come up with creative solutions to problems (Cross, 2008). By providing detailed instructions within concept generation, such as creating a goal for the quantity of concepts, minimizing evaluation until all the concepts are
generated, and leveraging concept generation strategies, designers are more likely to be successful. When designers generate a large quantity of concepts by setting a goal, designers are more likely to come across novel, unconventional concepts. Kudrowitz et al. (2013) found that the initial few concepts are conventional, existing ones and designers diverge to consider more unique concepts after exhausting the obvious concepts. If designers evaluate their concepts early, they may limit the types of concepts generated. In Chapter 2, engineering designers assumed additional requirements and evaluated their concepts as they were generating them. Evaluation of ideas led to filtering concepts early in the concept generation stage, which may limit the quantity and diversity of alternative ideas. Engineering design educators can incorporate multiple concept generation strategies in their lessons to help students identify strategies that work well in supporting their own divergent thinking. Concept generation strategies such as brainstorming, brainwriting, mind mapping, and Design Heuristics can aid designers in generating a large quantity of diverse concepts to help them explore the solution space.

Engineering design educators should also make use of my solution mapping design tool to provide scaffolding in solution mapping. Currently, engineers are encouraged to assume possible applications of their technology and validate their assumptions by interviewing and engaging with stakeholders (Nnakwe et al., 2018; Robinson, 2012). However, no support has been available to aid designers in the process of diverging to consider possible applications of their technologies. My dissertation research identified specific cognitive strategies such as breaking down technologies into key characteristics, identifying enabling functions, aligning key characteristics with industry sectors, and comparing new technologies with existing technologies. Engineering educators can provide explicit instructions in solution mapping using my design tool and engineers may generate more diverse applications of their technologies that can lead to successful “matching” of technologies to possible uses.

6.3.2 Design process awareness

An important implication of my work is that design instructors need to promote students’ awareness of multiple acceptable pathways through design processes. Although many design process models start with a problem and then search for solutions, design processes do not have to start with a problem. Rather, engineers can develop a novel technology and apply that specific technological solution to solve a variety of different problems. Instructors should promote a
broad understanding of design processes and how they may vary. Emphasizing design awareness can help engineers to approach open-ended design tasks with strategies and confidence in hand. By understanding different design processes based on contextual constraints, engineers can better select and leverage design tools to help them achieve design success. For example, engineers in academia and startup companies may seek out problems that match their solution expertise and may benefit from design tools that emphasize problem finding and reframing problems. By being aware of design approaches, engineers can intentionally reflect upon and improve their design decisions and become better designers.

6.4 Limitations

Limitations of my collected empirical work include 1) sample sizes that may limit statistical findings and generalizable claims, and 2) individual and time-restricted design tasks. Chapter 3 and 4 employed small numbers of professional engineers in various fields, as is typical in qualitative studies with interview data. These individuals with success in finding applications of new technology are also challenging to identify and access. Small sample sizes reduce the generalizability of the findings in multiple contexts. However, these studies were designed to gain an in-depth understanding of engineers’ experiences based on a specific context (Saldaña, 2011). As in other qualitative work, I aimed to establish transferability to allow the reader to make connections between the study and his or her own situation based on descriptions of the context (Borrego, Douglas, & Amelink, 2009). With an in-depth understanding of engineers’ practices based on my qualitative studies, others can build on this work to generalize the findings to new contexts.

Another limitation was the task settings for the empirical studies in Chapters 2 and 5. Students were asked to work individually on a new design task and to complete it in an hour. In practice, engineers often work on design tasks for much longer periods of time, with opportunities to iterate, and a context with teamwork and external resources. Because of the isolated test environments for these design studies, participants did not complete steps such as engaging with potential stakeholders to gain feedback throughout their work. However, the goal of both studies was to identify the impact of specific behaviors within design. Consequently, we examined a small portion of a design process by providing explicit tasks to complete within a short time period. This approach was sufficient to identify factors that did impact design
outcomes, but may not have captured other important variables that play important roles in divergent thinking in design.

6.5 Future Work

Two areas of future work include 1) identifying additional strategies in solution mapping and 2) understanding concept development approaches.

6.5.1 Solution Mapping

Chapter 4 has shown that expert engineering designers have solution mapping strategies they use to “match” their technologies with potential problem applications. The work in Chapter 4 leveraged semi-structured interviews to identify cognitive strategies by relying on participants’ self-reported experiences. Although semi-structured interviews offer an in-depth understanding of engineers’ experiences (Saldaña, 2011), engineers may have had biases in their responses as they retold their experiences occurred several years ago. For example, they may forget attempts that were unsuccessful as they recount the story of the incidents leading to their success. Thus, additional ethnographic and think-aloud studies are needed to triangulate my findings from Chapter 4.

My future work can leverage ethnographic methods to observe engineers for extended periods of time as they engage in solution mapping. Many new startups and technology-focused companies engage in solution mapping at pitch competitions and at the National Science Foundation’s I-Corps program. With helpful connections, I may be able to observe practitioners as they approach the solution mapping process for the first time, and as they engage with stakeholders and look for opportunities for their technologies. While longitudinal observations would take months to complete, I am interested in capturing how solution mapping approaches change based on feedback they receive during the process.

Additional directions to pursue include leveraging think-aloud protocol studies to identify additional solution mapping strategies and triangulate my findings from Chapter 4. Think-aloud approaches capture processes and ideas as they occur rather than through long-term memories (Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1993). This provides more accurate access to thought processes as a participant works through a design task, potentially revealing the changing strategies and approaches in solution mapping.
6.5.2 Concept Development

My future work can examine best practices in concept development. My work from Chapter 2 has shown that novice engineers expend minimal effort in concept development because they focus on initial concept generation and then quickly shift their focus to concept selection. Many prior studies have investigated practices in concept generation as well as concept selection across the novice to expert spectrum. However, little work has examined the concept development practices of engineers with varied levels of experience. I would like to begin by examining expert practices in concept development using observations and interviews.

To understand concept development practices, I would first conduct semi-structured interviews with engineers who have been involved in the product development process from beginning to the end. These interviews would focus on identifying patterns and behaviors of engineers as they develop their initial concepts by synthesizing existing ideas, selecting components of ideas, and eliminating some ideas. I would like to study how engineers approach concept development in order to document successful practices that helped them develop their successful ideas. Next, I would like to go into greater depth in concept development practices by conducting observational studies. The initial semi-structured interviews will aid in narrowing the focus for the later observations to explore possible themes that arise from the phenomena. Across these studies, the common theme of divergent thinking processes in design take different forms to play differing roles in design processes. However, in all cases, it appears that engineers in particular feel challenged by the need to open their training to many different possibilities rather than one correct one. In practice, engineering designers face ill-defined problems often, and their ability to address problems and create new alternative solutions represents the best of engineering practice. It is my hope that the studies reported here will serve to add support to those practices and provide training to improve design processes “in the wild.”
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